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New parking stickers issued
for faculty, staff
By DEAN IIOI.T
New* Editor
University faculty and staff personnel are receiving somewhat different parking stickers this year. Tom
Undquist. director of public safety
said.
All faculty and staff are being issued
both parking zone decals for the fenders
of their vehicles plus a plastic tag which
may be attached to the windshield
mirror.
These mirror tags, because they may
be removed from one vehicle's mirror
and attached to another, allows
University staff personnel to drive
different vehicles without having to
purchase individual parking decals for
each automobile.
Two decals are attached to the
bumpers of each staff person's
automobiles but only the vehicle with
the plastic tag on the inside mirror may
be parked legally in University staff
lots
Lindquist said that because of this, no
staff member may have more than one
vehicle on University grounds at any
one time.
Lindquist said the registration
System allowed the Office of Public
Safety to "register people instead of
cars." and that part of the problem
associated with the previous system's
use of a square of thick, heavy plastic
for faculty windshields was eliminated.
The old plastic tags were placed onto
the windshield's mirror by a simple
hook and questions were raised as to
the device's safety if it were to be
dislodged from the mirror, during an
accident.
The new tags are wafer-thin, of light

weight plastic construction and are
very visible.
Another change in staff registration
procedures also came about this year
with mail registration of University
personnel.
Registration cards were first mailed
to staff members and once the completed card was returned either by
person or by mail, the staff person's
permit was mailed to them.
Lindquist pointed out that the
acquisition of any staff parking tag by
anyone besides the assigned ■' staff
member is unlawful. If the parking tag
is taken from a staff vehicle, it is
considered a theft and treated as that,
he said.
Last year, there were cases in which
students stole faculty parking tags,
placed them in their cars and attempted to park in staff lots.
Lindquist said that what the students
apparently did not realize was that the
faculty bumper stickers must also
accompany the staff mirror tags for a
car to be fully registered Those
students with the mirror tags however,
either could not or did not acquire the
bumper stickers along with the tags.
According to Lindquist. the same
type of parking stickers and tags are
being considered for use by commuters.
"We would very much consider it for
commuters if this system with faculty
meets our expectations." he said.
Lindquist continued to say that commuters may often need to use another
vehicle besides the one they normally
use and that a vehicle registration

system like the staffs would alleviate
the problem of commuters having to
pay full registration fees for more than
one automobile
For such a system for commuters to
be placed into effect the students involved would possibly have to prepay
their parking fees before the beginning
of the semester. Lindquist said.
If the registration forms were to be
mailed to students, as they were to
faculty, both the mailing expenses and
the cost of manufactuWlg the mirror
tags would probably rasie the price of
the parking permit for students, he
added
Provided that the system were to be
used to register all students, regardless
of whether they required commuter or
residence hall parking, approximately
17.000 cards would need to be mailed
out each year to students and
prospective students (hit of that total,
only about 5.000 students would use the
cards, he predicted The expenses of
the other unused cards and postage
would have to be included in the fees for
those who needed stickers.
By making the new sticker-tag
system available just to commuters
alone would itself be advantageous he
said as in the future "it seems like more
and|more students coming to campus
will be commuters" who must also
have their vehicles for jobs
* This is also a reason why Lindquist
said the University needs one more
parking expansion in the future so as to
better accommodate commuters.
See DIRECTOR, page 14

Sisterly love

Linquist receives compliments
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Newstudent parking registration
initiated this semester
Bv DEAN HOLT
News Editor
The University's new parking
registration system, which began last
week during fall semester registration,
has received very favorable comments
from students, according to Tom
Lindquist. director of public safety.
Lindquist said that approximately
3,500-4.000 cars were registered over
the previous method of car registration.
Under the new system, students first
completed class registration and fees
payment at Alumni Coliseum and then
proceeded to the Keen Johnson
Building with their paid receipts. Once
there, the student needed only to
present the receipt, fill out a short auto
registration form and then pick up their
parking zone decal.
Students were responsible for having
the deeals in place on their automobiles
by last Thursday.
The old system required students to
drive their automobiles to a designated
place where security personnel would
register the vehicle and affix the decal.
According to Lindquist the new

system - because it did not require
students to actually drive their
automobiles to any one specific point to
register - saved students both gasoline
and time. Also, he added that the new
method allowed security personnel to
spend more time explaining items of
interest to students and answering
questions.
More personnel were required for the
new system of registration but Lindquist said that he feels the advantages
of the old system were outweighed by
the new system's.
The registration process was
generally fast, with most students
registering within a period of approximately 10 minutes However on
Wednesday of registration week the
large volume of students wanting to
register cars resulted in waits of about
10 minutes to pick up a registration
card and up to another five minutes to
complete registration, he said.
Wednesday was the only day which
saw heavy registration, he said, with
the other days having light turnouts
Automobile registration for the

Vietnam
native'
reminisces

semester will continue at Public
Safety's office in the Brewer Building
now.
One disadvantage of the new system
is thai security personnel do not affix
the decal to the automobile with thai
responsibility being left to the student.
Lindquist pointed out.
Hi' said that if the decals are not
placed properly, new decals must be
affixed and the other stickers must be
removed
Either the peeled-off sticker, or the
scrapings from the sticker, must be
laken to Public Safety's office for
replacement. A replacement fee of
$1.50 is charged for the new sticker
provided that the student is able to
provide proof that the improperly
placed decal was taken off of the
student's vehicle.
However, if the sticker is lost, it is
considered as the student's responsibility and will require the purchase of
a new registration number for thai
automobile. The full automobile
registration fee would have to be paid
again in such a case, Lindquist said.

Two new sorority sisters embraced Saturday morning as other Phi Mu's met
their new sisters at the culmination of Rush week, signing bids, (photo by Brian
I NlltS I
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Periscope
Organizations Editor Mary Luersen
reflects upon her summer of broken
dishes and small tips as a waitress.
Her debut column appears on page
3 as one of The Progrevs' alternating
columns.
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Bv BRIAN BI.AIR
Staff Writer
Many of those leaving were crying.
They would never see their country
again They faced, in the main, very
uncertain futures. And they
were
leaving behind family or friends. The
leaving was voluntary, but heartbreaking Those who left were aware
that for the rest of their lives they would
seldom eat their own food, rarely read
their own language and never return to
their own nation. - From the book. 55
Days: The Fall of South Vietnam by
Alan Dawson
Hahn Do remembers.
He remembers not only the scene
mentioned above, but he remembers
his personal feelings as well on that day
in late April of 1975 in Vietnam when he
and his family boarded a ship bound for
Guam -- and hound for an entirely new
existence.
"On that day when we were leaving,
somebody had a radio and we had all
gathered around to listen." he recalled
"They said the Communists had
already taken over and were boasting
of victory It was really kind of strange
to be hearing that."
Do. a junior this fall at the University, was born and raised in Saigon,
where his father had worked as a
congressman and later as a writer translator for a radio station. As far as
h» knows, he is the only Vietnamese on
campus
The 20-year-old pre-engineering
student mentions such information
when aakod H« M not rau> to attach anv
tremendous significance to ' (nose
matters. But the significance is certainly there.
Because it was slightly more than
five years ago that Do and his family
arrived in Bardstown - which became
their new home - via Guam and Ft.
Chaffe. Ark.
"We were lucky to get out." he said,
remembering the departure from South
Vietnam. "There were a lot of people
who had to go through much more than
we did We knew that we would be
See VIETNAM.page 3

University student injured

Pick-up truck strikes bicyclist
By DEAN HOLT
News Editor
A University sophomore received
multiple abrasions Tuesday afternoon
when his bicycle was hit by a pick-up
truck al the intersection of Eastern Bypass and Kit Carson Drive
Carl Joe Kappes. 19. of Bellevue, Ky .
was riding his bicycle on Carson Drive
and was struck by a vehicle being
driven by I.onnie Wolf of Boggs Lane.
Richmond. The truck was traveling
along Eastern By-pass, Richmond City
Police said

The accident occurred al 2:39 p.m.
when Wolf apparently ran a red light at
the intersection of the roads, according
to Richmond Police
Kappes was taken to Pattie A Clay
Hospital and placed in the intensive
care unit According to hospital officials, the University student received
multiple abrasions and lacerations
Kappes was to have been moved out
of the intensive care section on Wed
nesday following observation for
possible internal andor cranial injuries. His condition was listed as

satisfactory by the hospital on Wed
nesday.
Wolfe was charged by Richmond City
Police with counts of public intoxication
and operating a motor vehicle without a
license.
a
According to Hovfth-d J Allen, dean
of men. Kappes is a sophomore with
biology and chemistry majors
Allen, along with Thomas Myers, vice
president of student affairs, visited
Kappes at Pattie A Clay following the
accident.

New constitution written

Association announces election
By MARKITAKHEI.Rl'HNE
Managing Editor
Upcoming' election of new senators
was the primary topic of business at
Tuesday night's meeting of the Student
Association It was the first Tneeting
}his year
President Clayburn Trowell indicated problems with this school year
including meal plan shortages and
tripling. He said the executive committee plans to have some form of
action ready for the next meeting.
With approximately half of the
senators missing, the new president
stressed the importance of the elec
lions.
Vice-President Charles Floyd gave
the group the specifics of the elections

In the middle of it all
Nicky Yeast is surrounded by the defense after a short gain
in the final scrimmage before the Colonels first game. Yeast

a sophomore fullback gained 222 yards and scored two
touchdowns in 1979.

FLECTIONS '
Petitions which must be signed by 50
students to make one eligible for
election can be picked up in the Student
Association Sept 8 and must be turned
in Sept. 11.
The candidates will be given a week
to campaign and then the election will
be held on Sept 23.
A question as to the seemingly late
date of the elections was raised by
Senator Mary Kemper. Senator Billy
Mitchell, chairman of the Committee
on a Committees, answered with an
explaination about the problem of
publicity so early in the semester Time
is also needed to prepare the petitions
and campaign.
The possibility of spring elections

was brought up but both Floyd and
Mitchell commented that the complications created outweighed the good
points
GIFT FROM FORD
Mitchell made a motion to say the
Pledge of Allegiance to formally
initiate a flag of the United States into
the group.
The flag was a gift of Senator Wendall
Ford of Kentucky
NEW CONSTITUTION
A new Constitution for the Student
Association will be introduced at the
regular meeting next week
The new document contains many
minor changes and a few additions to
the old constitution.
The grade point average requirement
of both the president and the regular
members have been raised The
president's was raised from 2.25 on a 4.0
scale to 2.5.
The regular Senators must have a
225 instead of the old requirement of 2.0
on a 4.0 sacle
The grade point average was also
raised for members of the Student
Court from 2.25 on the 4.0 scale to 2.5.
The overall requirements for a
Senator have been more clearly defined
in the new document The method of
electing and the eligibility of each
college for represenatives have been
mapped out in clear directives
The meeting times of the Student
Association have also been made more

frequent. The executive committee
must now meet once a week instead of
twice a month. The entire group must
now meet once a week instead of twice
a month also.
The new constitution allows that onethird of the members of the Standing
Committee can be non-Senators They
are given the right of vote in committee
but not in general meetings.
The new Constitution provides for the
use of absentee ballots but does not
require them to be notarized as did the
old document.
The new Constitution also provides
for larger committees than the old. The
old document provided for five
members for each committee The new
Constitution provides for up to ten
members.
Additions to the Constitution include
the power of the Student Court which is
for judicial review only
The exact date of inauguration for the
new president and vice-president is also
set for the last meeting of the school
year with the new officers taking
charge immediately.
The new Constitution also creates a
committee on public relations for the
promotion of the group
A provision is made in the new work
for the public display of all bills,
proposals and petitions the morning
before their presentation to the Student
Association.
The final new provision to the Constitution for the re-ratification of the
Constitution before 1985

warn
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Co-op cost unfair
to out-of-staters

Co-opping is a great way to gain
practical work experience and at
the same time receive college
credit. The work experience you
gain many times, will give you a
jump over the person who applies
for a job but has had no previous
work experience in that field.
And quite often, those students
who have co-opped while in college,
end up with a job working for that
same employer or company
following graduation.
The University's Cooperative
Education Program, now in its
sixth year, does indeed, provide
students with "a good foot in the
door.*' as Ken Noah, coop director
claims.
Like most everything else,
however, you don't "get something
for nothing" and co-op is no exception.
During the fall and spring
semester, full-time students may
opt to co-op, while taking fewer
classes and gain credit hours at no
extra charge. But during the
summer semester, the story is
different.
Since the University charges for
co-op credit the same as it does for
summer school classes, students
who co-op during the summer but
take no regular classes, still must
pay as if they are.
Students may receive a total of
eight hours of coop credit per
semester, with a maximum of 16
hours towards graduation. At a
cost of $20 per hour for in-state
students, one would be paying $160
for eight hours of co-op during the
summer.
Out-of-state students, on the
other hand, pay more than double
the charge made for in-state
students to co-op. Out-of-staters
are charged $54 per hour and would
therefore be paying $432 for eight
hours of credit during the summer.
Students - bom in-state and outof-state -- are frequently placed in

co-ops during the summer months
that take them away from their
homes. Thus, these students must
find an apartment and depend
solely upon themselves for support,
using the money they make from
their co-op jobs.
For out-of-state students, at
least, a large chunk of their co-op
earnings wind up into the hands of
the University, as they ask
themselves "Why should I pay the
University to let me work?"
Noah explained that the program
is a costly one and the University
actually loses money on the co-op
program. The co-op department
spends around $20,000 a year in
covering the expenses for faculty
coordinators to visit the co-opping
students, he added.
The faculty coordinators, who
/UfoTrlCR CIGAR Pl£ASC,S»l{
are paid for their overseeing
services by the co-op department,
are found in the various colleges of
the University. During this past
summer, the number of faculty
coordinators totaled 16.
The coordinators are obligated to
visit the student and his employer
during the co-op period if the
student is working in the state or
within a 35-mile radius, according
to Noah. And if the student is
working at a farther distance, the
coordinator is supposed to make
contact by phone.
The high cost of the co-op
program, Noah said he feels, is due
to the expense of the services the
co-op department provides, such as
keeping records, processing apOUT*STATI -jiytwrr^Cifr
plications, student counseling,
public relations, and teaching
techniques for interviews and job cost. Students, especially for the
required in «me majors, such as discover that you're in the wrong
summer, are bound to be turned off agriculture and some business Add of study while in college, than
development.
by the co-op plan while they should
majors.
Noah also contends that the
it is to unexpectedly become aware
University spends more on the instead be grabbing up the opof it after you've already invested
What a better way to assure
program than the co-op program portunities co-opping has to offer.
four years preparing yourself for a
yourself that this is the kind of
brings in.
job you dislike.
Noah estimated that about 75 to work you would like to make your
Yet the benefits of co-opping
80 percent of the departments on lifetime career than by trying it out
seem to be somewhat defeated in
campus offer co-op in their
ahead of time with co-op. It is
Still, the valuable experience cotheir purpose because of the high
curriculums. In fact, co-op is certainly more advantageous to op offers students should be
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Dorm resident attests

Second Look

Miller Hall a 'test of strong wills'
Editor's Note: The following is a
guest opinion written by staff
writer Paula Ward, a resident of
Miller - Beckham - McCreary
Halls.

By PAULA WARD
Staff Writer
Currently my roommates (all
three of them) and I are engaged in
a struggle of survival. It is a test of
strong wills, strong minds and
strong sanity. It is also a test of
combined abilities to withstand the
worst; it is a test of our patience
and endurance.
It does not deal with the fact that
there are four of us in a room. Nor
does it deal with the fact that there
is only one closet in the room or the
fact that eight girls have to share
one shower stall.
What it does deal with is the
conditions of the above mentioned
facilities.
Normally, I am a very patient
and giving person. I knew that
when I came to college, I would
have to share things with the other
girls in the room
That part, however, I didn't
mind.
But when it comes to sharing my
bed with 14 crickets, nine spiders,
23 roaches and a half-dozen or so
other four and eight-legged and
winged creatures - I say "NO
WAY!"
I know that we all have to make
do with what we've got and try to
get along. But living in a commune

of bugs has not always been my
ideal way of life. Each night we are
lulled to sleep by a chorus of 3,000
crickets who are congregated in
the various dark corners of our
room.
Each morning when we rise and
shine, we have to shake our jeans
and sneakers to make sure the
overnight inhabitants have
scurried away before we can get
dressed.
My roommates have even set up
an interdorm hall hockey team
with brooms as the sticks and bugs
as the pucks. The big, four-inch
crickets make the best pucks. They
also chirp the loudest.
After the initial shock of dealing
with the various insects and
cleaning up squished crickets,
things get steadily worse.
For instance, there's the
bathroom. Our bathroom is quite
convenient - located just outside of
our door -- but due to its condition,
we have been taking showers at
Burnam Hall.
Occasionally, we can be seen
jogging over to the Moore Building
for a "necessity trip." Heaven
forbid if the Moore Building is ever
locked!
Our bathroom has a skid-proof
floor - the floor is so grimy, our
feet stick to it. Someone does make
a half-hearted attempt to mop it up
once in a while but I think it
would help to change the mop
water at least once a week.
Our shower stall comes complete

■MOflftOOOaOMLtOaOOLM

with a jet spray. Since there's no
shower head on the nozzle and no
matter how we stand, we still get a
blast of water directly in the face.
We do have two toilets, however - in full view of anyone who happens to wander in our room.
Privacy must have disappeared
with the invention of basement
rooms. One of the toilets leaks
when flushed and the other toilet
just flushes and flushes and
flushes.
Of course there are two sinks.
One likes to flood our feet when the
hot water is turned on, while the
other likes to stop-up and run over.
Now, maybe we could all tolerate
these few deprivations if we had a
few others things to compensate like a towel rack, for example.
There is no place to hang out
towels. Of course, we could put
them on the floor and risk the
possibility of never peeling them
up.
And we didn't even get a garbage
can. My pockets are rapidly filling
up with cotton balls, Q-tips and
soap wrappers because I don't
have a nice, standardized, metal
garbage can to put them in.
I really cannot take it anymore! I
feel that I'm destined to a college
life of basement dorm rooms, dirty
showers and pockets full of used Qtips.
At least for $230 a semester
Miller Hall could give me a garbage can to use instead of one to
live in.

■■

My
Friday 13th
Markita Skolburne
Labor Day weekend marks the
beginning of many seasonsincluding the suitcasing season for
University students.
For me. Labor Day is a
traditional hazard. Friday the 13th
has never held such terrors for me.
It all began last year as I innocently packed to go home on
Friday It was the usual atrocious
traffic, but I weathered it like a
trooper.
I sailed into the house, confident
of a terrific weekend despite
warnings that the tobacco season
was at its height and I would undoubtly be called upon to lend a
hand.
At the back door, my mother
shushed me and said, "your father
broke his arm this afternoon."
"Sure," I smarted.
Was I in for a shock! She wasn't
kidding.
I spent the entire weekend
housing tobacco.
I managed to sustain numerous
bruises and cuts, along with bug
bites and the loss of several layers
of skin, due to the scrubbing
needed to remove the accumulated
mud.
I sustained many other longterm injuries such as splintered
fingernails and pulled muscles.
I swore to myself and the muse of
all home-going college students
that I would not go home for a long
time to come.
The next weekend found me
moping around the dormwondering why I didn't go home.
It is a common college experience shared by many of my
friends.
Although that experience
deterred me for a little while, once
again, this Labor Day, I was
packing up and ready to head
home.
\ turned up the radio and settled
back for. a long boring drive home.
When I arrived home (you
guessed it) my ill-fated father had
had an accident. There must be
some genetic flaw in this Labor

Day disease.
This was only the beginning.
Saturday was spent picking up
tobacco in the rain.
Sunday was delightful dyeing
curtains for the dorm room.
Monday I did the wash and
packed. I was ready to come back!
Driving home was nothing
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compared to the drive back to
campus and the mess I encountered on the University
grounds.
I firmly resolveito park my car
and leave it for a quite lengthy
period of time.
After struggling up the stairs
with all the clean (until I dropped
them five times on the way up)
laundry and assorted other
necessities and collapsing on the
bed I was happy to close the next
chapter in my • 'Amity ville
Horror' -Labor Day holidays.
It will take a few weeks for my
body to recover from its yearly
Labor Day shock, but I will be
ready to hit the road again in the
weekly flight in a couple of weeks.
After all tobacco season is not
over yet.
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stressed more and further encouraged. The University should
recognize the enrichment students
experience because of co-op jobs.
Before more students can take
advantage of co-op, however, they
must be able to afford it
The experjfcnce must outweigh
the cost
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"wto, by Will Mansfield

Do vim think «• it fair to charge for the use of Ike tchool'i refrigerator tonne year? Did yon have any problem, getting a refrigerator? .Should students
he charged If they bring their own?
I.inda Kunkel: Cincinnati. Ohio;
one The administration is" just asking
Sophomore: Nursing
for people to cook in their rooms with to
"No. I don't think they should charge
many students, not enough on the meal
that much. They're too small,
plan and too many in lines."
especially the ice compartment. Some
Anthony, VanDyke: llarrodsburg:
were clear, some were dirty. Some had
Sophomore: Broadcasting Engineering
last year's pickle juice dripping out of
"Why do they wanna charge $20?
them." '
They don't charge those who have
stereo systems or cook in their rooms.
Hill Okeson: Sturgls: Junior;
To put it mildly. EKU is a rip-off They
Psychology
could order more for everybody but you
"If they can't supply people with
gotta take the bitter with the sweet."
refrigerators, they should cut back on
the fee they charge. They shouldn't
Tina Burdett. Florence: Junior.
charge students rent when they could
Marketing
use the money to'buy a refrigerator
"I don't think you should have to pay
instead They should give you one or not
for the electricity if you bring your own.
charge for having your own."
My roommate is a RA so we got ours a
Hob (Mole) Harbar. Davton. Ohio: week early. It's too small for us.
especially the freezer space."
Junior: IET
Jeff Helton. Louisville; Sophomore:
"I don't think they should charge for
Health (are Administration
my own refrigerator. I paid $170 for
"It's not fair to charge for our own.
mine. A lot of people cook in the room
Three people in the room is too many
and use more electricity. We had about
for one refrigerator. Forty dollars is
30 refrigerators for our dorm - they
fair for one despite the size."
have a waiting list on the meal plan but
you can't cook in your room."
Sheronda Anderson: IxMiisvllle: Freshman: Fashion Merchandising
Ernestine Fug ate: Hazard: Senior:
"Forty dollars is too much for the size
Mementary Education
"It's not fair that there's not enough it is. It's not fair to charge the ones who
for everybody I think it's fair to charge bring their own. U's not big enough -for your own refrigerator. But they're even for two. The University should
have all the facilities with the icebox,
too small for three in the room."
namely ice trays."
Mark Ziebart: Washington. D.C.:
Colleen Connolly: texlngton: Junior:
Senior: Marketing
Elementary Education
"I wish it were cheaper but I'm not
"My roommate got it. I think S40 is
gonna complain -- it's a service fair - it should be a little bigger. We
everybody could use There's a lot of don't even have a shelf. I think it's fair
inequities on this campus -- this may be to charge those who bring their own "

Lifetime
experience
Mary Lvorson
Everyone says college is THE
learning and growing experience.
But I found out this summer in
Louisville, my hometown, what
THE learning experience is
It's being a waitress.
I waited on tables at a truck stop
and a classy hotel joint. What I
learned this summer isn't taught in
Eng 101 or Che 300.
For instance. I learned my name
isn't Mary once I put on my blue
and white uniform. It's more like
"Hey you," "Missee," "Sweet
Thing," or best of all no name just a snap of the fingers. (My dog
gets better treatment!).
I also learned that "waitress"
means travel consultant, tour
guide, information center, bargain
expert, entertainer and a walking
computer. For some reason people
thought that I knew where every
Louisville attraction was, where
the "right stage door of the west
wing at the Fairground" for the
cattle show was.
Yes, I like steak, but I'm not too
big on cattle shows.
Then
there's
the
young
businessman looking for a computer technician. He wants to know
the cheapest and best bargain to
eat. "Is it the two eggs, sausage,
orange juice and toast for $3.20,
plus coffee.
Or should I go a la carte and get
two eggs for .95, sausage for $1.40
toast for 60 cents. No orange juice?
What kind of place is this?"
How much would that be?
Can you hurry up, I have to be
out of here for a business meeting
with the boss.
No, I can't hurry up! Not even
"Robot" on "Lost in Space" could
compute a breakfast that fast.
Or there's the two bored truckdrivers who come in and order two
cups of coffee but drink 15 cups all
the while you're supposed to be
Steve Martin cracking jokes or flirt
like Flo on "Flo" while you
secretly wish to accidentally pour
their coffee on their laps ("Oh,
gosh, I thought that was a cup!)
Take that for laughs.
However, this summer I learned
more about Americans in general
than I would have in a Humanities
or Sociology class.
For example, I decided 90 percent of Americans are on drugs.
Out of the thousands of tables I
waited on, there were two that
didn't thrive on coffee. The first
word I heard every morning was a
grumbled, "Coffee."
Coffee has caffeine which is an
jpper.
Whatever happened to the health
kick we're all on?

Furthermore, I learned that
although Americans will shake
the gas hose until their hands fall
off getting their money's worth, a
lot of people don't think twice about
"the starving children in the
world " that Mom would always
yak about to get you to eat your
broccoli. I emptied so many plates
with "antbites" off1 stacks of
pancakes or untouched toast, that
we might not have those "starving
children" (then we wouldn't have
to eat our broccoli or spinach)!
However, when it comes to
putting money on that table most
people think that's a waste; I
decided that women are the worst
tippers. "A tip. what's that? Oh
George takes care of that." But
what about those luncheons that
George doesn't go to? That
waitress isn't smiling and getting
your extra cornbread because
she's making $1.86 an hour. The
guy I run to wait on is the 60-yearold man, dressed in bright sporty
expensive clothes and with a
Bahama 'tan.
Now he knows what a tip is.
Though I did learn about people
and how they like their eggs, their
bacon etc. I did learn about myself.
I use to worry that I was lazy,
would never look forward to
working and therefore, not be the
rich and famous tycoon I thought I
was destined for. Now I know that
to tear me away from my "soaps"
I need a challenge. Popping popcorn and filling Cokes isn't exactly
challenging.
I learned that life goes on even if
you drop four plates of hot food for
the table in section four who've
been giving you crooked looks
every time you walk by with
someone else's food.
Life continues if you spatter hot
coffee on a man's three-piece pinstripe suit.
And worst life goes.on if your
boss saw you pick up the bacon
with your fingers because you got
the order mixed up in front of the
regular customers. "But I was in a
hurry," I explained to my boss.
Yes, I've changed since my
waitress job. I now go to Frisch's
on the By-Pass and leave a 15
percent tip, even though I'm a
college student who's poor and no
one expects to get any money from.
That waitress doesn't live on
paperback Bibles (1 must have
looked like I needed to repent for
my sins for that's what I was left
once instead of a tip), and thank
you's.
Lastly, I learned that a smile is
contagious, even at 6 a.m. It almost
lulled me but it sure didn't hurt my
pocket book!
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Vietnam native , student reminisces
Continued from page I
getting out sometime because they
igovernment officials) had told fny
dadThere were thousands of others who
weren't as lucky as the Do family those who were forced to sei7e any
possible opportunity to escape from the
Viet Cong. "When we went onto the
ship, people were coming out in small
fishing boats and getting on the big
boat
"The ship was originally intended
just for my dad's company at the radio
station and their families." he explained. "Rut with the fishermen, it
was overcrowded."
Before the ship left for Guam. Do
estimated that it carried nearly 7,000
people, when it was meant for 2.500.
"I was kind of happy that they (the
fishermen* got away." he said, despite
the fact that the overcrowded conditions made for a miserable, almost
slavelike existence for all who survived the eight-day journey to Guam.
"I knew it would be bad for them if they
stayed."
And though Do and his family were
faced with adversities ranging from
cramped quarters to lack of food on
their journey to American life, he
knows that it would have been just as
had for them as well had they chosen to
stay
"I have a desire to go back to visit,
but no desire to live there anymore.
Because in five years now, the Communists have almost taken Vietnam
back to .the Middle Ages. It's
cleferioratfne "4jverybody's still trying
to get out - or buyM^eir
way out if they
have the money. ^~v»"Some of my dad's relatives just got
out a few months ago. We wanted to
'sponsor' them, but there's an awful lot
of red tape to go through to sponsor a
family." he said.
Yet. it was through red tape and a
willing sponsor that their family seven of them in all - finally found a
home
a sense of belonging in Bardstown.
Just before the fourth of July, when
the family temporarily lived at Ft
Chaffe Air Force Base in Arkansas,
they received notification that St
Joseph's Catholic Church in Bardstown
was willing to sponsor a family of six to
eight members The only requirement
was that at least one of them speak
English i his older brother. Due. now a
graduate student at the University of
Louisville, filled the bill) and that the

family be Catholic, if at all possible
"They gave my dad some time to
think about it and he said yes My dad's
patron saint is St Joseph." said Do.
"and we fell that ho wouldn't forsake
us So that's why he decided to go "
Moving to the central Kentucky town
of 8.000 meant a drastic change in
lifestyle, not to mention his first taste of
the American way of life
"At Fort Chaffe. we stayed mostly
around other Vietnamese We didn't
have a chance to go out into town." he
recalled "In Bardstown. I spent a lot of
lime learning English One of the first

couldn't find the words to say what I
really wanted." Do said
However, he appears to find the
words to express his views about the
Viet Cong without much effort Does
bitterness contribute to that1
"Yeah." he responded, "because I
was raised in a family where my dad
had a personal bitterness about them
So 1 guess 1 absorbed some of that And
then there were all the newspaper
stories about Viet Cong brutality where they shot rockets into villages
and killed innocent women and
children."

Hahn Do. a junior now from Bardstown, was involved with
the evacuation of Vietnam in 1975 at the arrival of the Vjet
things I remember about that was my
Knglish teacher teaching us to sing 'Old
Mac Donald.'"
Learning a new language brought
frustrations as well "Back then. I
could understand a little bit - but not
much There were a lot of times when I

different ways." he said
It is a thought which crossed his mind
more than once after he arrived in the
states And it is a thought which was
accompanied by a dose of depression
"Sometimes, during the first. few
months. I would sit and wonder why I
was here." said Do "I wondered why I
wasn't still m Vietnam."
Even with all the wondering, all the
doubts, all the confusion and all the
adjustments, he slowly came to accept
a new lifestyle
I remember the first time my mom
gave my brother and I a quarter We

Cong He is a native of Vietnam and the only Vietnamese on
campus that he knows

The United States' involvement in the
Vietnam conflict is a topic which seems
to mellow Do's straightforward approach "If I say that they should have
stayed out. I wouldn't be here But
maybe if they had stayed out of it . .
well, the war might have gone a million

took it to the vending machines to buy a
soft drink, he recalled "We thought it
was fun. even though I didn't know the
exact value of it "
But he is no stranger to the value of
flexibility And the value of adaptation
Because Hanh Do-remembers.

Cold weather brings cold weather
Colas Raymond, M.D.
We are not slap bang in the
middle of the season for the
common cold. That gives us all a
little margin of time to get ready
We can try to prevent getting a cold
and we can learn a few things to do
if and when we "catch" one
Since the common cold is
probably the most (pardon the
expression) common infection that
afflicts the human race, common
(sorry about that!) sense would
indicate that most of us had better
take a philosophical attitude and
accept the inevitable. But not
without a struggle, friends. Not
without a struggle.
Here's the very least you need to
know.
The "cold" is a virus disease,
which means that antibiotics such
as penicillin are absolutely useless.
You'd be better off drinking water.
A virus is smaller than a bacterium
and very different and basically
incurable (with some rare but
hopeful exceptions).
Not only that, but there's no such
thing as "the" cold virus.
There are many different cold
viruses and each one we catch has
to run its course while the body
builds up the resistance to over
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come it. Not only that, but each of
the many cold viruses can and does
"mutate" or change, so that the
antibodies we have so painfully
created no longer work. That is
why people can get colds over and
over again in the same season
' Discouraging!
Yes. discouraging, . but not
hopeless.
There may be no sure way to
PREVENT a cold (short of living
on Mars!) but we can do
some things to DISCOURAGE
them
Colds are more common in
people who are over tired from
sleep loss of physical exhaustion or
whose body defenses are feeble
from previous illness, or stress
from overwork (and, let me add,
overplay).
Consuming toxic stuff like booze
and drugs is also an invitation to
infection. (To a lesser extent, the
same can be said of coffee, tea, or
tobacco >.
Obviously, malnutrition weakens
t
the body
The obvious advice is to stay
rested, get enough exercise to be fit
but don't beat yourself to death,
avoid getting soaked or chilled in

winter, eat regular and balanced
meals, and of course stay away
from people with colds!
Who's kidding whom? I mean to
say. do all these things at
COLLEGE, and stay away from all
those fascinating vices at the same
time'' And with all the room
tripling9 Oh come ON now!
The answer of course, is that the
lifestyle suggested above is a
GOAL, which you probably can't
achieve completely. But the closer
you come to it, the better your
chances of staying well or at least
of getting less sick.
I have been told by some that if.I
ever mention vaporizers again in
this column they will personally
hammer me flat.
The fact remains that in the
winter with the furnace going and
the windows shut the air often is
drier than in Death Valley. Obviously a $10 vaporizer (one to a
person, not one to a room) is going
to help keep the'nasal passages
moist and comparatively healthy
This is assuming you clean it
thoroughly every week.
A final thought about protection.
Colds are basically airborne
diseases.

Obviously crowds are the name
of the game in dorms, classes,
cafeterias and what have you at
college, but some recent reports
in the medical literature indicate
that CONTACT, especially by
hands and, of course, lips is a very
common means of spreading colds.
I suggest hand washing with a
sterilizing soap, either Bethadine
or Phisohex These are soaps that
surgeons use, and most can be
bought across the counter at drug
stores While you are at it, large
doses of Vitamin C may and may
not do you any good I they are still
squabbling about that) but certainly won't do you any harm
The bottom line, if you catch
cold, is rest and more rest It's
your body that does it all and it
needs all the help it can get So I
advise people to "live out of bed."
In other words, while you can't
cancel your life just for a cold, it is
one time when just a touch of
"goofing off and babying the old
body makes pretty fair sense.
In the absence of complications,
rest, aspirin, and fluids are all we
have to offer - and actually, you
don't need us for those!
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December grads'
registration
due by Sept. 30
V Service* Available to All Students
The Division of Career Development
& Placement (CD*P) provides all
students < freshman - Graduate School)
with career guidance and employment
information services. The Diviilon Is
located at Jones 3lf and Is available
Monday-Friday from 8 a.m. - 4:M p.m.
including the "noon hoar. Within the
Division is a Career Information
Resource Center which contains an
employer library, government employment materials, career and employment resource manuals and
directories plus many other informational sources to aid you in your
search to convert academic programs
and majors into employment and
careers. A IS minute visit to Jones 319
will give you some exposure to the
many employment and career services
provided by the University for you the
University's prime product.
R. ISHS-HI Graduates - Registration
If you will graduate with an
associate, bachelor's or master's
degree in December I960 you should
have completed registration for
placement services by September 30.
May and August 1981 graduates should
start their placement files fall
semester
Note: All accounting majors completing their programs in December
1980. May or August 1981 must complete
their placement credential file early

fall semester if they plan to interview
CPA firms on campus. Most accounting
firms visit campus only once per year,
fall semester.

Ernst * Whinney
Burroughs
Ky. Dept. of Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
INTERVIEWS START
('. (DAP Registration Procedures
SEPTEMBER N
Visit the Career Development and
E. CDftP "How To" Workshops
Placement (CD&P) office, Jones 319
Need help in organizing a job search.
and pick up a Registration Packet. The
writing resumes or interviewing?
completion and return of the forms
If so. plan to attend the fall semester
within the packet will start your perworkshops conducted by the Division of
sonal credential file. Remember. - Career Development ft Placement
registration with the division is
during September.
necessary to take full advantage of all
Sept 16 ft 17
the services. Please note that campus
Organizing a Job Campaign
job interviews can not be scheduled
until registration forms are on file.
Sept 23424
D. Campus Interviews
Resumes ft Job Correspondence
Following are a few of the employers
conducting on campus interviews in the
Sept. 30 ft Oct. 1
division fall semester. Others will be
Effective Interviewing
setting dates through the semester.
Don't miss these opportunities to
Mark your calendars now and watch
discuss your career plans with
the F.Y.I, and Progress for additional
prospective employers. Watch the workshop details.
F.Y.I, and the Placement Pipeline for
F. Part-Time Off-Campus Jobs
updates.
Seeking a part-time job? Stop by the
American Hospital Supply Corp.
Division of Career Development ft
Stewart's Dry Goods
Placement Jones 319 and review our
Kroger's
off-campus jobs. Be sure and complete
Kentucky Power
an application for off-campus emK Mart
ployment while in the office as the
Martin County Schools
majority of jobs wi II be listed during the
Prudential Life Insurance
next two-four weeks.
US. Navy
Don't forget to pick-up your special.
N
NCR
FREE bookmark at the Bookstore or
Ohio Casulty Group
Jones 319.

Student Special Services
geared for individual needs

Persons past the usual college.age
who want to attend part-time classes at
the I'niverstty can find help in planning
their study at the University Office of
Student Special Services.
The ('diversity is offering more than
325 evening classes for adults interested in improving work skills,
learning new skills, increasing their
knowledge of the world or seeking
academic credit, according to Dr. John
D. Rowlett. vice president for academic
affairs and research.

He said Student Special Services "is
ready to assist the adult, part-time
student in planning an educational
program which is geared to the individual needs of each student."
Charlotte Denny is director of this
office, a unit of Academic Affairs and
Research, in Room 116 Bert Combs
Building, telephone 622-1510.
Rowlett said. "Fifty per cent of all
Americans 25 years of age or older have
participated in some learning ex-

perience during the past year. The
majority of them have returned to the
classroom because of additional
responsibilities or changes in their jobs,
others have returned to learn better
ways of dealing with interpersonal
relationships or making critical
decisions by studying the humanities."
He added. "The colleges of the
University have been very responsive
in scheduling classes at times convenient for the adult part-time student.

College brochures forgot
to mention them: bugs
By DONNA VALERIUS
naivete'. I believed that 1 left the vile
Staff Writer
crawlers behind when I transferred to
It's starting all over again. All those the University. I thought it would never
hours of agonizing through different be necessary to sleep with all the lights
college brochures and not one of them on again or walk across the tops of the
mentioned it.
furniture to keep my feet from touching
It began when I lived in a dorm at ' where "THEY" lived
Morehead State University, where I
No more black bugs!
horrifyingly discovered I had an
They're brown here. Yes. I am "into"
overabundance of roommates.
food roaches now. I really needed to be
BUGS.
hanging out with a more mature crowd.
Ick
They seem to scurry faster, hid better,
They were everywhere. I suppose I and scare me more than the other
should have, been proud; these roaches.
creatures were not your basic, ordinary
Sometimes people think I'm strange.
roaches. My room bred only the
Am I the only female coed who has
biggest, ugliest, black ones (the like her room decorated in roach motif?
that wear little leather jackets and roll i This includes traps, roach motels, bug
tape, and nets).
their cigarettes up in their sleeves).
Am I the only chick who sleeps on the
Seized by an unexplainable fit of

ironing board every night to avoid
being close to their crawling ground?
Is it out of the ordinary for me to wear
a dab of "BI.ACK FLAG ANT AND
ROACH KILLER" behind each ear
when I go out on dates? < Few people
realize that it is not the chemical
ingredients in the spray that do the
little buggers in. but the smell).
I have to go.
I think I hear them smacking their
lips (do bugs have lips?) outside my
door They would not appreciate it if
they knew I was writing about them,
being an extremely private and close
knit group.
I think they are coming to get me
Maybe I'll sleep in the light fixture on
the celling tonight. . . .

September 13th

10% OFF All Items

Yes, you can "kick-off to instant service" anytime
when you bank with Madison County's largest
financial institution. In an effort to provide
maximum customer service to the fine people who
do business with State Bank we have installed
three 24 HOUR INSTANT TELLERS in the most
convenient locations available.
With your INSTANT TELLER card, your
State Bank accounts are readily available to you
24 hours each day, every day. To receive
"instant service", simply open a checking account
at any of our banking locations.

Dannon Yogurt "eg. ««♦ 40*
Delicatessen Now Open
Serving:
Sandwiches
Fruit and Vegetables, Salads
Smoothies and Protein Drinks

MAIN STREET
EASTERN BY RASS
BIG HILL AVENUE

MEMBER FDIC

623-2884
%

24 HOUR INSTANT TELLERS
EASTERN BY PASS

EKU CAMPUS

BIG HILL AVENUE

BEAT
Hours 10-8 Monday-Saturday
University Shopping Center
624-9826
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With Phi Beta Lambda
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Ballard wins national award
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I

Karla Ballard. a first place National Phi Beta Lambda
member will reside over the club's first meeting Ballard
competed against 40 other students at the National con-

ference held in Washington, DC. in the area of busir
communications She is the only one to win an award from
the University this year, (photo by Brian Potts)

Ry MARY LUERSEN
Organisations Editor
While most of us are just worried
about getting a job, Karla Ballard
doesn't worry about that. You don't
have to when you've worked almost
every office job possible, when you like
to organize ("I can't stand meases,"
the sophomore Ballard said), and when
you've won a first place National award
ki Business Communications.
Ballard got her chance by joining the
business club. Phi Beta Lambda. PBL,
a national business organization with
such well-known members as Eric
Hilton of Hilton Hotels has
state
competition which then can qualify you
to go on to nationals If you win.
Blonde-haired Ballard won third
place in the vocabulary level and was
qualified to go to Washington D.C. for
nationals.
"I was the only one to qualify for
Eastern
Most
students
had
graduated.'' Ballard said.
However. Kentucky won 14 awards.
more than any of the 40 or so states
participating. According to Ballard, the
University. Murray, Western and
Morehead are Kentucky's strong
colleges in the area of business. The
University is one of the top 20
colleges in the nation for business,"
Louisvillian Ballard said.
Ballard wa« given SMO enabling her

At WHAS
Her request was granted. Wilbur
went to work for Jerry Drury who
produces the noon newscast and other
news-related shows.
"Jerry taught me his job." she says,
"and he was always willing to explain
things I didn't understand."
One of the highlights of Wilbur's
•nternship came when Drury let her
lirect a taped religious news show
.ailed "The Moral Side Of The News."
Understandably, she was nervous but
the experience built her confidence
"By the time I left I felt I could do
almost anything. One more week there
and I believe I could have directed a
live newscast."
Some of the other things Wilbur did
were to edit soap opera "promos"-tear
jerking ads for the snows-and direct a
commercial.
There were even plans for her to
assist in the directing of a Kentucky
Pried Chicken commercial which
would star the Colonel himself. But the
prince of poultry took ill that day and
could not be on the set.
Drury has even invited her to help
direct the televising of the Kentucky
Derby next year.
All in all. Wilbur got "a lot of experience" from her eleven week internship. But the pay leaves much to be , Ann Wilbur, a University student, is shown here in the newsroom of WHAS-TV
desired. In fact it doesn't pay anything
in Louisville. She was one of the student interns hired by the television station
at all--except for the experience gained.
for the summer.
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Jim's Roller Arena
We are available for
church or civic groups
Friday 6-8p.m.

6-10p.m.

6-10p.m.

Bv FRAN COWHERD
and ROBIN PATER
As we set out last Sunday night for a
"chilling, terror-rilled" evening at the
University Film Series' showing of
"Dracula." we met upon the unexpected as we viewed the more recent
remake of our favorite vampire,
starring the suave anddebonaire Frank
Langella
We even forfeited four chocolate
donuts (a piece) from the grill just to
catch a glimpse of the aging, but heartthrob actor Laurence Olivier
But seeing "Dracula" didn't quite
turn out to be the scream we thought it
would be.
To begin with, the movie saw
Dracula. being shipped via his Transylvanian coffin, on a clipper that
meets upon a terrible storm. One of the
crewmen got all choked up, however,
when Dracula removed his throat, as
shown up-close, in full technicolor on
the screen.
"Deep Throat" was never one of our
favorites!
As typical. Dracula was a real sucker
for a pretty face Every time the scene
changed, he was necking with someone
new The Red Cross could really use a
worker like him.
a real walking
bloodmobile.
And we discovered that Dracula was
a big drinker, too His favorites were
Bloody Marys, er. Bloody Lucys, for a
juicy midnight snack.
Evidently he had a real personality
complex, too, call him schizoprenic. At
times he was a wolf going right for the
throat, at times he was a bat just
hanging around and at times he was in

human form.
It was enough to give us real bat
humps!
And he kept odd hours as well, a real
night bat. Daylight just didn't seem to
make his blood flow ~ he was always
'coffin' around. Welcome Wagon
hostesses would probably end up
donating more than just flowers and a
local directory to his residence.
Then there was the scene when the
concerned father tried to put his
vampire daughter to eternal rest.
Somehow things got out of hand and the
sword went right through her body
They certainly got right to the point - a
real backstab. to say the least
The two doctors' arrival at the
Count's house turned into a real stake
out. Their encounter revealed that
Dracula and his Queen certainly didn't
brush with Crest Those fangs really
give us a sinking first impression.
Dracula's accomplice was a real
character, too He drove us buggy with
his fetish for roaches and spiders and
could qualify to be the Terminex man.
Hut those crunchies have to be good for
the teeth - no need to floss!
The touching, heart-throbbing
moment came when the doctor extracted his dead daughter's heart to
stop her vampirish ways. He went right
to the heart of the matter. We could
almost hear the Eagles singing
"There's gonna be a heartache
tonight..." as background music. Her
cheatin' heart was all in "vein."
The ending really left Dracula
hanging - from the mast of the ship
Although there was light at the end,
another movie bites the dust. er. neck
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admission *2.25
skate rental .75
(»3.00)
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at the

admission '3.75
skate rentall .75
(*4.50)

Hairmasters Salon
218 S. Porter Dr.
6233651

Saturday Morning: Kiddie Skate
10-12

wants to be in Aurora Club and is a
Progress staff writer, besides being a
member of PBL and Phi Mu Sorority.
Majoring in Office Administration
and minoring in English Ballard has
definite goals and ambitions. "I want to
work al a Publishing Board and write a
novel, basically fiction I'd really like to
get my master's at Harvard."
Yet Ballard thinks "the whole word is
apathetic."
"I think more people will get interested and involved in Phi Beta
lambda because the state conference
is in Louisville at the Hyatt Hotel. It's a
great organization." enthusiastic "S
Ballard said.
This year the organization plans on
holding the speech contest in Madison .,
County on free enterprise Meetings are
held on Tuesdays in the Combs
Building
Ballard plans on entering the
competition next year "I don't know
what though." "When I'm a senior I
want to try for Mrs. Future Business
Executive I could win $500 That's the
highest award possible."
As of now. Ballard will continue to
stay busy, organizing, playing
volleyball, reading books and hopefully
fulfilling another interest - traveling by
winning PBL state competition. It
seems as though her success is in the
bag

Dracula's no scream

Wilbur interns

Rv STEVE MELLON
Staff Writer
When the school year ended last
spring, most college students went
running hither and yon, desperately
looking for a summer job.
But not senior Ann Wilbur She knew
she would spend her summer as an
intern at WHAS, a television station in
l-ouisville
Wilbur, a broadcasting major, applied for the position at the first of the
year and after filling out a few forms
she received her letter of acceptance.
On May 26. she went to work in the
newsroom of the CBS affiliate.
At first Wilbur assisted veteran
reporter Bud Harbsmeir in writing and
reporting. But as Wilbur says, "I never
wanted to be a reporter." so after two
weeks she requested a move to the
television traffic department
The traffic department arranges
programs and commercials into a
rigidly timed schedule.
"It's the center of the slttton." says
Wilbur, "the place couldn't function
without it." Wilbur stayed in the traffic
department for four weeks working
with computers and covering for
vacationing employees.
"After a while it just got to be busy
work, so I asked if I could work in
direction and production," she explains.

to go to the National Conference
"The club is great for traveling,
which I love to do. Washington D.C. is
great!" Ballard said.
At the conference Ballard said she
got to meet many people since 1,500
attended. However, she was extremely
busy. Energetic Ballard ran for state
secretary which she won plus competing against 40 business students in
the area of business communications
"That's very unusual to do. so I went
down two days early for sightseeing,"
Ballard said
"I had to know vocabulary, grammar, sentence and letter composition anything to communicate properly,"
Ballard said.
Other areas that students in PBL can
compete in are marketing, accounting,
management.
data
processing,
business math and more.
"The judges are leading professors
and business leaders." Ballard explained.
Ballard's room in Telford Hall on Phi
Mu's sorority floor of which she is a
member displays her expensive first
place plaque. "It's mostly recognition
you receive."
However, that recognition is a
definite plus in looking for a job
Besides having unlimited jobs - "I've
worked in every kind of office
imaginable " Ballard is active at the
University, a plus for resumes' She

FREE Shampoo and Style with Haircut.

admission *2.00
skate rental .75
(•2.75)
admission *3.75
skate rental .75
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Dress Code

Jelly Beans

All guests must be neatly groomed. Clothes

♦5.00

must be neat and clean. Long shirt tails
must be worn in pants. No bare midriffs or
halter tops. No short shorts or cut offs.
Socks must be worn with rental skates. All
skates must have toe stops. No hats or

Stripe "Jally Bean" slicker of 100% vinyl. Zip front with two pockets In
bright colors of red. yellow, blue, purple, green plu* white. Juniors S-M-L.
-DOWNTOWNShop daily 9:30 til 5:30. Fri. 9:30 til 8
Sat. 9:30 til 6:00. Sun. 1 30 til 5:30

combs on the skating floor. No alcohol or
drugs on you or in you. No chewing gum in
the building. No smoking in the builiding.

dCPenney

This
is

Caetern By-Pass University Shopping Center Richmond, Ky.
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Organizations
Little Colonels strive
for more showy routines
By M Mi V IIKKSKN
<h-K.aniia.Uims Kditor

When S o legs come kicking out onto
the football field or basketball court,
along with rows of polished white teeth
and short maroon and white uniforms,
audiences are bound to take notice of
the Little Colonels, the University'*
Drill team.
The Little Colonels Drill team performs at football games and five halftime shows during basketball season.
"I'd like to perform at football halftime, but that's when the band performs. Co-Captain Cindy Clark said.
The 25 girls do routines to jazz,
perform kicks and march. "We'd like to
bea little moreshowy with more boogie
and fancier uniforms this year. CoCaptains Clark and Anita Sturgill said.
Their finances are low. however t as
most organizations are this vear.) "We
have fund-raisers like sponsoring
cowooy parties at the Pier or at the
Dog A lot of guys come, because they
know girls will be there. But that
doesn^ give us much money. I wish the
l'Diversity could help us out." senior
(lark said.
To Kim the Little Colonels one has to
try-out. Tryouts are held every year.
This year's clinic is Sept. 8. 9 and 10

with tryouts Sept. 11 in the Grise room
of Combs building. The SO or so girls
trying out will learn a routine involving
jazz, boogie, kicks and marching. Each
girl must come to at least two practices,
flow to be chosen out ot SO girls'.'
"She has to smile or else she's not a
Mi ill (earner. High kicks, pointed toes,
sense of rhythm and good general
appearance are necessary," Paint
sville native, Anital Sturgill said.
"We also will interview them to see
what kind of attitude they have. Attitude is a problem." Clark said.
4 As absences go. three unexcused
absences and the girl must be off the
learn.
As any organization Little Colonels
lakes time. We practice a couple nights
a week. If we have a performance we
practice every night.'' Clark said.
"The two
captains
do
the
choreography, and teaching. "It takes
some longer than others to learn a new
routine. We could probably teach a new
routine in one week." the Co-captains
said. "You have to be dedicated and
want to perform." Sturgill, a
sophomore said.
"If you don't enjoy it the crowd won't.
Some girls even put vaseline on their
teeth to make them smile." she added.

Roth girls said they get nervous
before performing before a large
crowd, but "It comes natural after a
while. One time I forgot everything."
Clark said.
"It feels good when the crowd claps
during or after a performance. People
just don't realize how long and hard
we've worked," Sturgill said.
The girls wish they had more crowd
response, "but it's nice when someone
says 'Hey we miss you all out there
during half-time.'" Clark said.
Mn«i of the eirls who try out, seem to
like it and come back the next year.
They must try out again.
"A lot of girls were cheerleaders in
high school or had some sort of experience. Clark and Sturgill said.
"Most girls are freshmen." It's a
good way to meet new friends - that's
twenty or more girls you will know."
the captains said.
The Little Colonels have two
uniforms, boots, gloves and hat which
must be paid for with the girl's own
money
"We have no advisor. But we hope to
get one." Clark, a Hopkinsville native,
said.
"We want to be more exciting, do
more formations, more kicks and new
and different things."

Campus clips
Greek step show
A Greek Step Show will lake place in
Hrock Auditorium at 6 p.m. following
the Saturday football game against
Kentucky State. Sept. 8. Kentucky State
Greeks will also participate in the
Greek Step Show, sponsored by Omega
Psi Phi. There is a 50 cents donation
which will contribute to the Don
McKmnon Scholarship Fund

Milestone
Students signed up tor Journalism
.103-Miles tone or anyone who is interested in working on the Milestone
staff, contact Larry Bailey (2301).
Donna Bunch 1623-0685) or the
Milestone Office (3436) AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE.

Anderson campaign
An organizational meeting for the
candidacy of John Anderson, in
dependant presidential contender, will
he held Monday at 8 p.m. in Conference
Room R of the Powell Building.
David Meredith, campus and
Madison County campaign manager for
the Anderson campaign, said that other
activities are being planned including a
rally for the candidate and a possible

-jgf

debate hy representatives for each
candidate.
Also. Anderson staffers may also
man a table outside of the Powell
Ruilding where they would register
voters, he said.
Jim Renfrow is campus coordinator
for the Anderson campaign and may be
reached at 625-2139.

Catacomb
The catacomb will be open on
Thursday. Sept. 4. from 9 p.m. to
midnight Come join us and get off
campus for a time of relaxing, playing
games,
refreshments
and
entertainment.

Newman Center
Catholic Newman Center will have a
picnic at Boonesborough Sunday Meet
at the Newman center at 1:30 p.m.

Nutrition Club
The Food and Nutrition Club would
like to welcome back all old members
and invite interested persons to our
first general meeting This will be held
on Tuesday. Sept. 9. at 4:45 p.m., in the
Rurrier Building.
Ux>k for us near the Stadium on Sat,
Sept 6. Re sure to stop by and support
the club You'll enjoy venting a little

frustration at our Car Smash. For more
information, contact Debbie at 2352 or
Mark at 3763.

Eta Sigma Gamma
Kta
Sigma
Gamma
(Health
Honorary) will hold an organizational
meeting Thursday. Sept. 4, in Room
108. Alumni Coliseum. All members are
urged to come.

Medical test
The application deadline for the fall
Medical College Admission Test is Sept
5. The application deadline for the Fall
Dental Admission Testing Program is
Sept. 8. A limited number of application
booklets will be available from Dr.
Meisenheimer Moore 339.

Data Processing
Data
Processing Management
Association will hold its first meeting
Thursday. Sept. 4. at 3:30 p.m. in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building. Persons interested in data
processing are cordially invited to
attend.

Christian Athletes
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes
invites anyone interested to join the
club on Wednesday night at 8:30 p.m. in
the Wallace Building 327.

Little Colonels dazzle audiences with sharp looking uniforms
and showy routines. Cindy Clark, co-captain (on the far right
and to the back) said, "We want to do more showy routines,

New Richmond Flying Club
gives adventure at low cost
^^

l<> MARY
M \H\ IIII I.KKSKN
'HUl'V
Hy
Organizations Kditor

"Fly the Friendly Skies" is exactly
what the faculty-staff Flying Club is
trying to do.
Ever since I was a youngster I was
building model planes." Dr. Robert J.
Miller co-founder of Richmond's flying
club said. He founded the club with the
present president. Glynn Creamer.
Miller has flown five times in private
planes and also in the military where he
was an avaition officer in the Navy but
had a minor medical problem so he
couldn't further his interest
With five members, and three more
interested Miller hopes to interest more
fliers, in this costly hobby.
'That's why I want to have a club It
reduces the cost with more people. I
want to get interested people, but who
can afford to rent or purchase a plane."
Miller said.
A ISO Cessna is what Miller and his
club would like to buy or rent. The cost
is about $5,500 plus about $730 for insurance. Insurance would be a safety
measure in case of accidents." Miller
said.
However. Miller said the accident

Central
Aviation, Inc.

Where: Madison Airport
»,„„,,. c*»»%*

T#l%

Half Priced

Airshow
Advance Tickets $2.00

When. Sept. 7tn
Day of Show $2.50
Skydiving, Aerobatics, Ultralight and
Experimental Aircrafts as well as Hot Air
Balloons Gates open at 9:00a.m. show starts
at 1:00p.m. Tickets available at the
.
Camera Shop. Univ. Shopping Canter

1-800-292-2508
Call for information and appts.

Powell Building

Com ming Soon
to

cAdams
University Shopping Center

Professional counciling and
alternatives to problem pregnancy.

i

Haircutters

...

Faculty members could use it to go to .
meetings." Miller said. However, fuel
is expensive, ("about $1 47 a gallon," '
Miller said ) it might help our energy .
problem. Of all the energy fuels .6.
percent are used for general aviation
1 non-commercial planes)."
With Madison County's new airport in
the south of Richmond and Berea the
Flying Club will have better opportunities to learn how to fly and
pursue their hobby. "The airport used
to be a little grass strip - ruts and all."
Miller said
The club does have small monthly
dues, and the fee also includes the
operating cost of the plane and rental of
(he aircraft, as well as instruction
Miller said.
Richmond's Flying Club is patterned
after Lexington's club.
"We don't jjiscouragf students. It's
just usually a financial strain for
them." Miller said as to why students
weren't included. Also it takes time - to
study
regulations,
instruments,
weather, etc.
"Flying gives a feeling of freedom. A
chance to get away from it all. It's an
estactic experience, where you're not
bound (o the road," Miller said.

Surgical Arts Center Inc.

Week Only

Grand Opening

stjpes

rate is less than motorcycles. I would
rather fly to Somerset where I taught
an aviation workshop then drive those
dangerous curves," Miller said. With
the disaster movies out on airplanes,
many people do think flying is
dangerous. "Those movies stretch the
scientific truth. For instance, one was
concerned about a hole and the
pressure as well as lack of oxygen
They didn't even mention that you
would probably freeze to death." the
science education teacher said.
Miller stresses the praticial point of
joining the Flying Club -- cooperative
airplane ownership which reduces the
cost of individual ownership, inexpensive operating rates (SIS compared
to $23). savings through group insurance plans, and helping one gain a
private aviation certificate.
"Most want to get their private
certification. You fly 40 hours performing procedures with an instructor." Miller said. Miller sees using
the certificate for recreational and
business purposes for the faculty at the
University.
"For example going to London. Ky.
takes one hour. Flying will take a half
hour It saves time balanced with cost.

Services This

(Rain date Sept. 8)

more boogie this year." Clinics start Sept. 8, 9 and 10 with". '
try-outs Sept. 11.

Monday-Saturday 9a.m.-6p.m.

622-4178
224 East Broadway Louisville, Ky.

We Have A Lense To fit Your Needs
ECONOMY PLAN

5

*179»

Soft Contact Lenses
Smgie Vision Spheres
(Includes Care Kit)

Semt-Ftexiile
(Sin* Vtsion Sahara.) f q «%||AA

Hard Contact Lenses
(Sphere*. S.nol. Vision)
ggoo
BRANDS
We hive several brands of
reading, manufacturers
of soft contact lenses mctudeng Bausch and Lamb Softlenses
Other contact tens*
<»0_
Ges Permeable, Bifocals.
eoior blindness while worn)
Tha above prices do not Include examination and fitting.

The Contact Lens Center
■BIDAV t -•
SATURDAY•-i

neon MONO** -

216 Sari Lane. Richmond. Ky.
•234*43 and 823-4217

VISA ami
AMECICARD ACCEPTED
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J Elderhostel means friends,
stimulation, adventure

R.200 hours are spent working as the University's band
members start preparing for this Saturday's game. They will
perform at football games during half-time and pre-games.
Flag corps, majorettes, percussions, drum majors and more

are just a few of the 206 members that work 12-hour days for
the first two weeks, according to Director Robert Hartwell
(photo by llriiin Potts)

Bv BRIAN HI. A IK
Sun Writer
"Elderhostel has a negative connotation to a lot of people," said
statewide coordinator Alice Brown.
"They think it's people sitting around
together talking about their arthritis
It's not a program for that at all."
Indeed it is not. In fact it should be
noted that Elderhostel 1980 at the
University seems to lack even the
stiffness of formality, to say nothing of
arthritis.
Yet. it is a joint program of sorts,
mixing intellectual stimulation with
physical adventure for 80-year-olds and
up - or. as a promotional brochure put
it. "For elder citizens on the move."
"A lot of people seem to think that
learning stops at a certain age. A lot of
people also think that a college campus
is intimidating for the elderly. This is
not I rue." Brown said.
At the same time, she popped some
other misconceptions into the Geritol
bottle "It's not a program to teach
ihrni how to be old. It's not even a
program to comfort them in their old
age"
No. it is none of these, to be sure.
Because the 37 estimated hostelers on
campus (or this summer's program are
a far cry from nursing home prospects.

Band dedicates time to performances
By MARY I.UER8EN
Organizations Editor

"It takes 12 to IS hours of preparation
for every one minute on the field."
Assistant Band Director William Shink
said. Ever since Wednesday the 205 flag
corps, majorettes, rifles, drum majors,
woodwinds, brass and percussion have
been learning polishing and creating
routines for an outstanding performance on Saturday at the first
football home game against Kentucky
State.
Working 12 hour days in intense heat
under the direction of Robert Hartwell.
who's been at the University and involved with the band since 1967. Hartwell computed that 8.200 group manhours have gone into work from
Saturday to Monday Plus about 40
hours perparing music, and students
practicing on their own to get the
routines down "We expect the kids to
practice on release time," Shink said.
However, the organization isn't aii
work and no play. They've already had
parties, "I think it's the quickest way to
make friends in just a few hours. You
work so hard and close that

comradeship occurs." Shink said.
The band performs at all home
games, some pre-games and the
Western game. To get these routines
learned the University has 12 senior
assistants, two graduate assistants and
three other assistants plus Hartwell

As in any organization, time is involved "Most people aren't really that
busy." Hartwell said. "I took a survey
and asked the hand members if they
thought (heir G.P.A. had gone down
since being in the band 80-90 people
said their's was the same. 12-15 said it

'It takes dedication
to be able to use time wisely
"Half of the band is made up of music
majors. It is an experience for music
education majors to show how certain
things work. It's an entertainment
service and a lab experience." Hartwell said
Yet. freshmen from all over the
country join the band, thus making it
more difficult on the teaching staff
However. "99.9 percent have had some
sort of experience which is important,
but we've had some with no experience
who have worked out fine.'- Hartwell
said "Being in the band is an opportunity for the non-major to relieve
frustration of that chemistry class."
Hartwell said.

Went flown; the same for going up." It
takes dedication to be able to use time
wisely Some people do better when
they're busy."
Hartwell does keep the band members busy - sometimes they probably
think he's a slavedriver Yet Hartwell
says, "I have two personalities. One is
on the job personality where I am there
to do a job I'll do everything I can do to
get it done Off the field. I'm friendly,
joke and laugh However, he admits
this side of him isn't seen as much
As Shink said. "There is the pressure
of having a high quality performance to
master You can't be as kind when
things aren't well" He (Hartwell)

always makes sure the kids know he
loves them." Shink said "I hate to see
the kids on alternate status I want to
give them a chance." Hartwell said.
Dedication is a key word for a
member of the band. Plus "he can't be
a stupid person. Remembering
routines, music, how your body is
spaced, precise movements, when to
come in for your music piece, is an
awful lot of intense concentration. It's
lightening." Shink said
Yet. "There's a thrill when you know
you did a good job." Shink said Of
iourse the audience plays an important
part. "I think the crowd gives very good
support I wish they would be more
vocal during their performance "
Hartwell said We have to suit
everyone's taste " Half-time shows can
consist from classical themes to rock
and roll
Saturday, when the band takes the
field give them that vocal thrill Just
think of the 8.200 man hours they
practiced to please everyone. If there's
a mistake, remember. "All it takes is a
momentary slip for something to go
wrong." as Hartwell pointed out

Buy now and get FREE Solid State Software Libraries.
Programmable 59 —1900*

Instead Elderhostel. based on the
belief that retirement does not mean
withdrawal, is a combination offering
of non-credit courses < taught by
university professors) with sight-seeing
and fun.
Call that a well-balanced experience
()r call it what William and Etta
Hoagland called it: "It's been very
enjoyable and very worthwhile." said
the Richmond couple of their first
Elderhostel
And it's no wonder The University's
two one-week programs - July 6-12 and
July 13-19 - consisted of three classes:
backyard wildlife management,
southern protestant preaching and a
study of Hawthorne's The Rlithdalr

University's Environmental and
Education Center) to study wildlife, a
wine-lasting party, a visit to Berea's
outdoor drama. "Wilderness Road"
and a visit to Shakertown among other
things
Til say one thing. What this group
lacks in numbers, ihey make up for in
terms of energy and enthusiasm."
Brown said
The enthusiasm has spread even into
the campus and Richmond community,
where Brown has discovered that folks
are more than willing to get off their
rockers and lend a hand For instance,
the agriculture department provided
fresh flowers in the dorm rooms for the
hostelers The Richmond Register is
Kolit.ni> iproviding fret- newspapers, as well as
Or. Fred Johnson, as associate
free delivery to the dorm There are
professor of English who is teaching the
dozens of other worthy examples of the
Hawthorne course, mentioned that the
same
academic atmosphere found here is
•The campus and the Richmond
slightly unusual
community have responded so nicely."
"It's difficult to call it a class." he
Brown said
said. "It's really more of a discussion
So too have the retirees-turnedgroup. But I relate to them I the siudenls. according to Dr. Pete
hostelers) as knowledgeable people Thompson, associate professor of
who have been around "
biology, who is leaching backyard
WE Oallenback is certainly one of
wildlife management
those The veteran hosteler of this
However, the highlight ol the
summer's group, the Brownsdale.
program, according to Anna Kadlec
Minn native attended five different from Richmond, is the "social
Elderhostels last year and five again security' of sorts that it provides
this year How does the University's
"To me. the most important part of
rale with those''
the program has been meeting new
•Right near the top." he responded
The dorm, the classes, the activities
people, making new friends and enjoying new experiences." she said
they've all been very good."
"I enjoyed it so much." said Johnson
Consequently, the hostelers have
been very busy They've enjoyed a it his teaching experience, "thai I'd
picnic 1 trip to May woods. <the like to do it again next year."

Rush ends,begins
for campus Greeks
R\ MARY l.l'EKKKN
Organizations Kditor
"Everything was up." Jodie Brown.

rush chairman for Panhellenic, said

After a week full of rush parties. 162
girls pledged the seven sororities at the

University.

"The drop rale was lower this year
than last year It went real good."
Brown said.
Last year 127 girls pledged compared
to the 162 this year pledging Three girls
didn't match bids
According to Sharon Stevens.
Panhellenic adviser, 424 girls came to
Rush Orientation last Sunday and
ended up with more than 50 percent
coming back "207 had come back to
preference parties," Stevens said
The quota this year for the sororities
is 30 girls. Three sororities filled their
quotas-Alpha Delta Pi. Kappa Delta
and Chi Omega The other sororities
came close
Every sorority is allowed to fill its
quota, even if it puts them over 85

members As far as a Spring Informal
Rush is concerned. Stevens and Brown
said the sororities that do not have
more than B5 girls can rush
"If they have 84 girls, then they can
still rush one girl," Brown said.
Fraternity Rush got underway this
week l.ast Tuesday many of the
fraternities started rush with smokers
and parties which are held around
campus in meeting rooms or in
Fraternity houses According to Robbie
Kieth. assistant to the director of
student activities and organizations,
there are 15 fraternities on campus
Fraternity rush isn't formal like the
women's rush There are no strict rules
concerning silence, or having to attend
all the fraternities parties
Men have the choice of going to the
fraternity of their choice, then signing a
bid to one fraternity if they wish For
more information concerning the
smokers and parties check the signs
across campus or talk to Robbie Keith
al the Student Activities office

Your Lev. Jeans,
Jackets and
Boots
Headquarters

HHUyyUH
TI Programmable* lead the field
in performance, quality and value.
You don't have to know how to
program to get all the benefits
available with a TI Programmable.
These solid state library modules
are preprogrammed to help solve
problems in: Engineering. Business. Finance. And other math
oriented courses. With up to 5.000
program steps in each module you
can save your own personal programming for those classes which
need it most.
The TI-59 has up to 960 program
steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic card read/write capability lets
you record your own custom programs or those received from PPX
(Professional Program Exchange.)
The TI-58C features up to 480
program steps or 60 memories. And
it has TI's Constant Memory" fea-

ture that retains data and program
information even when the calculator is turned off.
And free modules now give you
that edge you need to succeed.
From August 15 to October 31.
1980 is your special opportunity to
purchase one of the world's most advanced programmable calculators.
And get a minimum of $40 worth of
free software modules with a Tl58C. Or. when you buy a TI-59. get
a minimum of $80 worth of software
modules and an $1H one-year membership in PPX. This will allow you
to select up to 8 programs (from
over 2.500) written by professionals
in your field of study.
Visit your college bookstore or
other TI retailer for more information, and let him help you select the
TI Programmable ami free software
that's right for you.
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IM office rents
camping

Prognostications?

The intramural office would like to
acquaint all member of the University
community with the opportunities
available to them in the field of outdoor
recreation with camping equipment
and possible sites.

St«V« Th
Well, now thai we have all had a
chance to watch five months of
baseball, it is time to see what the
last month will have in store for
each of the pennant races.
After all. waiting until now to
make my picks public eliminates
some of the pretenders from the
list from which the winners may be
chosen.
Before anyone gets serious
thoughts about any of these
predictions, let me say that 1 will
not back them up for a bet that has
been based on anything in this
column.
First, in the National League
East, look for the Montreal Expos
to win the first championship in the
team's history.
The Expos are young and they
have the desire to outlast Pittsburgh along with the experience of
losing to the Pirates in the stretch
last year.
The western division of the
National League has the potential
to be the most exciting race of
them all. with three teams in the
running
My heart will tell me to pick the
Cincinnati Reds to pull it off but in
a miracle finish.
It doesn't seem that they will
have enough pitching muscle for
that, however.

In the end, look for the Los
Angeles Dodgers to take the
division title.
The American League has not
provided the excitement this year
that the National League has, with
one race being over for quite some
time now.
In the East, it could be a fight to
the finish between the Baltimore
Orioles and the New York
Yankees.
However, because of the Orioles
recent surge toward the top, look
for them to dominate the final
month of the season and repeat last
year's championship.
The western division insures me
of at least one correct prediction.
Barring a total collapse, the
Kansas City Royals will walk into
the playoffs to face the eastern
champ.
The only excitement left here is
whether or not George Brett can
become the first player since Ted
Williams to bat over 400 for a
season.
I would like to see it but the
pressure may be too great.
In the World Series, I look for
Kansas City to be the American
League representative after
coming up short in the playoffs the
past few years.
participate its first annual "Play the
Nile Away."

Tennis, golf
deadline
The entry deadline for intramural
tennis is Sept 10. A mandatory meeting
M ill be held in Begley 156 at 6 p.m.
Kntries for the intramural golf
tournament are also due Sept. 10. Entry
hlanks may be obtained in Begley 202. A
meeting is scheduled for Sept. 10 at 8
p m in Begley 156.
For more information call the iniramural office at 5434.

IM game night
scheduled
The
Office
of
Intramural
Kecreational Sports invites all memt>ets of the University community to

Twelve hours of games, activities,
shows and demonstrations will take
place on Friday night Sept. 19. from 8
p.m. to 8 a.m. in the Begley Building
Prizes will be given for door prizes and
to event winners. Come and "Play the
Nile Away."

PE department
sponsors clinic
A clinic in compulsory gymnastics
will be held Sept. 5 and 6 at the
University for coaches, teachers,
judges and students of gymnastics.
The participants in the clinic,
beginning at 4:45 p.m. the first day in

>1

equipment

Their luck will end there,
however, as they will lose to the
Dodgers in seven games.
As I said before, don't go looking
for a bookie; as these predictions
carry no guarantee.
I also reserve the right to change
these predictions at any time
before the end of the World Series
in October.

Within the local area and on ■'„;,
statewide basis, there are many out- , .
door recreation areas available for. •,
exploring and enjoying. These include §
portions of our state which make out- .
door living a necessity and a pleasure. _._
In Kentucky we suggest the following
easily accessible areas for which , .
literature is available. The usual
camping season runs from April 1 to
October 31 although wintertime '
camping is possible
Fourteen days is the limit for
residence in each park because of the. numbers of eager campers desiring
space.

AFTER THE FACT
The following appeared on my
desk one day last week.
I find it quite interesting.
Ray Meyer, basketball coach
DePaul University
Chicago Tribune
"The way it is now, you don't
have to put a gun to a kid's head,
but you have to keep a lot of
pressure on them until the signing
date in April. I would like to see the
rule changed so a kid could sign the
minute he decides on a school.
Then the kid can get the other
schools off his back, and he can
begin to enjoy his senior year.
"The way it is now, some schools
comi' in late and try to recruit the
mother or the father and the kid
doesn't know what to do. We
learned that when the boy commits
(verbally), it doesn't mean a thing
until he signs."
the Weaver Health Building gymnasium, will be taught the exact
execution of the new 1980-84 compulsory gymnastic routines, according
to clinic director Agnes Crietzberg,
University professor and women's
gymnastics coach. They will come from
schools, private clubs and other
organizations.
The clinic instructor will be Carole
l.iedtke. judge and coach of the
University of Louisville women's
gymnastics team.

You may want to try Cumberland
Falls near Corbin. Ft. Boonesborough .,
at Boonesborough. Genral Burnside
Island at Brunside, Like Cumberland .
near Jamestown. Natural Bridge found
near Slade. Kentucky or Cave Run
Reservoir at Morehead.

Junior quarterback Chris Isaacs looks for running room in the final preseason
scrimmage. Isaacs will be counted upon to lead the Colonels in 1980 as they
defend their national championship
r AM. INTRAMURALDate
Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Oct. 4
Oct. II
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22

Opponent
Kentucky State
AkronYoungstown
Austin PeayMiddle Tenn.- ■
East Tennessee
Western Kentiu k\
Murray St. <HC>Tenessee TechEast Carolina
Morehead State-

Site
H
A
II
A
II
II
A
H
A
A
II

-Ohio Valley Conference Game

The sponsor of the clinic is the
University Department of Physical
Kducation in cooperation with the
Division of Special Proerams.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Sept 6 - KWIC Preview - Away
Sept. 10 - Miami (0.) - Away

For information about registration
and other details, persons may call the
Special Programs office. (806) 622-1444
or the clinic director. (606) 622-2535

FIELD HOTKEY
Sept. 6 - Blue Grass Assoc. - Home
Sept. 13 - Miami (0.) - Away

KKCRKATIONAI. SPORTS
Sept. Ill
1 I'Miiis Singles Deadline
Sept. 1"
OoK Deadline
Sept. 17
Trark Deadline
Tahle Tennis Singles Deadline Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Sucrer
Swimming Deadline
Ocl.N
Cross Country Deadline
Ort. is
Viillevhall
Oct. 22
rtadminlon Singles Deadline
lu.ooii Mrler Run Deadline

Oef.fi
Oct. 2»

(Entry Fee)
< o-Ker Volleyball Deadline
Nov. 5
Archery Turkey Shoot Deadline Nov. 12
Cn-Rer Week
Dec. 1-5.
Begley and Weaver - Monday-Friday.
5X5-10:30 p.m. Free Play and IM
(James (Some special events may be
scheduled' Saturday 10-6 p.m Sunday
1-10 p.m. Free Play.
Weight Room Schedule
Monday
Thursday 6-9 p.m. Friday-Sunday 2-6
pm
Alumni Coliseum - Monday-Thursday
5 30-10:30 p.m. Free Play and IM
(tamos.
Alumni Coliseum Pool • Call 622-3672

The outdoor opportunities may be
pursued through use of outdoor cam-.
ping equipment which may be rented
through the Office of Intramural . .
Recreational Sports on campus.
This equipment is available to those,
who qualify on a first come-first served .
basis. It cannot be reserved.
Students, faculty and staff can rent,
the equipment.
In order to obtain use of the camping
equipment, one must use the following
procedures:
..■"
I. Fees will be paid at the Office of the;";
Bursar
2 Equipment may be picked up at "
Begley Towel Room
3. Equipment can be checked out
between 1.00-4:00 p.m Thurs. and Fri. ;
4. Equipment mist be checked in
between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on .''
Mon. and Tues
5. Rentals may be made for 3 day, S •'.
day. or 10 day periods.
Equipment available and its cost for
rental include the following:
Camping Stove
Tents.
Packs
Sleepingbags
Canteen
Cooking kit
•

,

$.50
$3.00
$3.00
$3.00 •• $.25 ".'
$.25 " '
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Welcome back E.K.U.

It's Not Too Late!

|

On

FREE
Car wash with any gas purchase
at Charley's Car Wash.

Back to School
Special

Commuters are apppreciated

$2.00 Off With This
I Coupon & Student I.D. |

To subscribe to the Courier Journal and get two weeks

Free

aMcans.

The remainder of the semester will cost
•18.25 For Daily-Sunday
'11.00 For Daily Only

BIG HILL AVENUE
Richmond, Ky.
(Valid with coupon or Eastern I.D.)
SIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIB

Richard McDonald |0*nn|
enckatt Portwood
Shaiia NoUnd
Mary Anderson

OPEN 8 TIL ?

130 EAST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475
(606) 623-2300
NEXT TO LEE'S LITTLE INN

'7.25 For Sunday Only
Call today.. .delivered to your dorm or apartment tomorrow

6242191

PARKING IN REAR.

"«cross t#

(Bern Jtag J«faebr»
205 West Main
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

AN EXPLOSIVE MOTION PICTURE

Phone (606) 623-4554

Welcomes E.K.U. Students
back with a

10%
OR

Di,count

all merchandise (except class rings) all types

of engraving ami repairs done oa premises

We Make Gold Nuggett
HOURS: Mon.-Thars. 9-5:30
Friday 9-6:00
Saturday 9;5:00

Thebook
no college student
should be without
•-:

li m.iv not contain any gre.it reading material, hut it doe*
\ imtiain Hume imly wonJctiul eating material.
That's because iwr indispensable hook is a hook of
Mi I \ maid's* Gift Certificates. It tosts only hvc dollars (it's an
inexpensive aoft cover edition). And each «sf the ten
certitR ate* inside is worth fifty cents toward rhe purchase of
delicious McDonald's hamburgers, our golden tries and all our
other good food.

I

Ike
ffiS&S3&*
can-

Presented by
GATEWAY FILMS
. . -Daras Iha raw needs at the core ol drug
addiction, racial Katrad and vloi.nca. NEVER
has a motion pictuia been more timely

Eastern •yPaa*
' Richmond

Sept. 5th 7:30p.m.
7th - 6:30p.m.

Baptist Temple
128 Boggi Lane

Starting MT BOONE is Own) VNterson win ERIK ESTRADA ■ JACKIE GIROUX ■ OINO DeflllPPl ■ JO ANN ROBINSON
Scan** ►. DON MURRAY mo JAMES BONNE 1 • MUM 6> Miw CARMiCttti i ■ OncM w Od MtnMY-PnabcHhOrCKROSS
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Championship makes
for monumental changes
Bv BRIAN RI.AIR
Staff Writer
More than eight months have passed
now. But time, like a respectable public
relations agent, seems only to have
sweetened the taste of the Colonels'
football championship. The pages of the
storybook season, bound securely in a
volume of memories, have been set
aside for the time being. Yet. no true
collegiate sports fan worth his season
ticket forgets a championship - and all
that made it possible.
So mental projectors in Richmond
and elsewhere will quietly re-run the
familiar images for another eight
months. Or another eight years. Or
perhaps longer
Somewhere, in the distant sidelines of
the minds of many, three will be
recollections of quarterback Bill
Hughes' leadership: of noseguard Joe
Richard's game-saving extra-point
block in the NCAA semi-final against
Nevada-Reno at Hanger Field: of
placekicker David Mores' winning field
goal in the same contest - labeled by
ABC-TV announcer Frank Broyles as
"the most exciting college football
game I've ever seen:" of tailback Alvin
Miller's awesome running in the
championship game against Lehigh.
impressive enough to win him Most
Valuable Player honors for that day: of
Don McKinnon and his untimely death,
which served as an emotional catalyst
for his teammates' ultimate success.
Without a doubt, those were special
moments.
That sunny December Florida afternoon - where, fittingly enough, the
Colonels enjoyed the fruits of victory served as an ending. . a final curtain
for a performance unparalleled in
University sports - the winning of a
national championship in grand
gridiron style.
Yet it also marked a beginning,
inspiring the Chairman of Championships to chart a meandering course
into the Land of Intangibles for all those
seeking to explore the meaning and
purpose of something called the NCAA
Division I-AA national football title
For it is difficult to believe that even the
most gifted sporting prophet could have
forseen the total effect of such an accomplishment.
The emotion triggered by the 11-2
team (a record for victories in a
season) and that heralded accomplishments had initially appeared
to run deeper than pride at the
University. Special championship
posters adorned wall space in nearly
every building. From one side of the
campus to the other. From administrative office to dormitory rooms

Captured in a photograph on the postgame celebration
It is certainly a moment worthy of
Norman Rockwell's paintbrush.
However. Kidd, a veteran of success
at the University, did not fully understand or appreciate the full picture
on that December day. "I had no idea
that all these things would happen," he
said. "Things have happened this year
that have NEVER happened before
I've been invited to speak at clinics,
banquets, luncheons - that kind of stuff.
I've never been called on this much
before."
"That's right." said Don Combs,
director of athletics. "But he could
have a losing season this year and all
those people would think he's the
rtnmhwil man in the world "

Analysis
There are enough trophies, plaques
and awards decorating Kidd's secondfloor office in the Begley Building to
sink a small battleship The championship momento stands head and
shoulders above all others. Next to that
sits an engraved gold bowl, courtesy of
the National Football Foundation and
Hall of Fame. Also recognizing the
Colonels' achievement is the Timmie
Award, presented to Kidd by the
Washington. DC. Touchdown Club.
"I think it >4he championship) has
given everybody from the players right
on down to the entire coaching staff a
sense of pride." Kidd remarked.
Karl Park. University sports information editor, has noticed that that
pride has spread among the fans as well
- especially the alumni "Personally
speaking. I've had people I graduated
with back in 1970 - some that I haven't
seen in months or years - come up to
me. And the football team is the first
thing they'll talk about." he said "It's
untold how much it Uhe title) is worth
in terms of our alumni "
"I got letters from friends who saw
the game on TV." said Combs. "Well,
as a matter of fact. I even got a letter
from a friend whom 1 hadn't heard
from in 20 years who saw the < Nevada)
Reno game."
Roger Meade. director of the
University Bookstore, also heard from
graduates after the season ended.
Many wanted to order souvenior
merchandise offered by the store
"We printed some special merchandise with
NCAA National
Champions' on it." Mead said. "I'm
talking about hats, bumper stickers.
several shirt styles and all There were
things that we could hardly keep in
stock during the spring semester. We

had quite a few alumni call and ask
about it. Some of them had sort of gone
into retirement as far as support for
Eastern."
But with the football championship
came a renewed interest and a
rekindled school spirit. "The only thing
I can think of that would compare with
this as far as sales of items would be the
transfer from college to university
status in 1966," said Mead, in his fifteenth year here. "Other than that, this
would have to be the biggest thing."
Somehow though, the effect of a
national title has stretched beyond
promotional items, leaving its mark on
the general "image" of the University.
This is where Dr. J.C. Powell.
University president, offered a thought.
"I think you have hit on it right there,
because it has had considerable impact
with our relations toward the public.
First of all. the national exposure (the
championship game was nationally
televised) was very gratifying to the
alumni of the university and it helped
the measure of pride and support they
have for this institution.
"Secondly, it's had an impact on
incoming students. It has formed an
image of quality for us. giving them the
idea that if we're developed well
enough to field a championship team,
then we're developed well enough to
have a strong academic program. So its
impact on our public relations, our
visibility and our image has been
substantial." he said.
Although estimated figures provided
by the University indicate that the fall
term has welcomed the largest freshman class ever, no one is willing to
make a definite connection between the
publicity of the championship and the
high school students' interest.
However. Dr. Charles Ambrose, in
his nineteenth year as dean of admissions, mentioned the idea that the
- championship may have had more
impact and influence on high schoolers
» had it been attained in a different era -during the late fifties or the early
sixties, for instance.
"When I first came here in 1961," he
recalled, "the i visiting) students would
ask. 'How good is your football team?
How good is your basketball team?' It
would be the first thing they would ask.
Because back then, it was almost a sin
to go to school and NOT be interested in
sports, since almost everybody went to
the ballgames.
"But I ve noticed that now - at least
within the past eight years - the first
question they usually ask is an
academic one."
Coach Kidd looks at the situation
from a slightly different anRle "A non-

Exchange
Classified Ads
It's Easy
Call 622-1629

it
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the 30-7 victory over I<ehigh in the Pioneer Bowl
Head coach Roy Kidd holds the national championship
trophy high in the air as Colonel fans and players celebrate
athlete isn't going to come here just
Yet. the effect is felt in still other success had sparked
And with a winner's smile, he thought
liecause of our football team. But still. I
areas. Park mentioned that advertising
would think that the added publicity we
sales for the football magazine have about the fans and their expectations
"Now." he said, "they ask one
shown signs of increasing and exbrought might bring him here to ask
panding Combs, a new member of the question: 'What you Roing to do for an
about the academics." he said.
Division 1-AA Football Committee. encore?"
Ah. academics. In a collegiate Utopia,
talked about Raining more respect from
it carries more weight than the heaviest
other members of the committee since
December Meade said that Bookstore
lineman and is given top priority But
no one has ever labeled the University a
items publicizing the championship are
Utopia, and Combs, practically an instill selling well -• a fact which he called
Coach Hoy Kidd's defending NCAA
stitution here, is not about to be the
"interesting "
first Thus, he brings perhaps the only
Topping off the positive domino effect Division l-AA national champion
bad news associated Vritij the sacrifice
\*as special recognition from the Colonels placed five players on the I'IKII
governor's office before the chamsurrounding a nationa^pat, isjdicating
prc-scason All-Ohio Valley < onierenre
pionship was hardly 24 hours old Don football team
that more football players than usual
The players named to the lirst units
attended summer school to make up for
Keltner. vice-president for public afclass hours missed during the ex
fairs, helped Ret the ball of were senior fullback Dale Pat ton and
conRratulations rolling
junior guard Kevin Greve of Cincinnati.
citement of the season
"That's understandable.'' he said,
"At 8 am . the Monday after we had Ohio: senior split-end David Booze of
St Petersburg. Fla . iiinior flanker
reserving his surprise for the story of
won the cha'mpionship. the phone rang
It was one of the governor's aides, Jerry Parrish of Auhurndalc. Fla Olid
the signing of several outstanding
wanting to know what could be done to junior defensive back George Floyd <>(
recruits - especially noseguard Mike
McShane from Florida Recruited
officially
recognize
the
acHrooksville. Fla
heavily by the University of Florida
complishment." he said
Pat ton. who rushed lor 729 yards last
Following Feltner's suggestions, the season and scored nine touchdowns.
and Louisiana State University, both
entire coaching staff received Kenand Greve were first team selections on
noted Division I powers. McShane
tucky Colonel's confmisions and the
the 1979 All OVC team Parrish !ind
chose Kidd's program
players were presented with cerFloyd were second-team choices on
"Yes. it does surprise me." said
Combs. "It's rare that we can compete
tificates of commemoration. The week that team
of Januarv 20-26 was proclaimed as
Parrish led the team in puss
with schools like that."
"EKU
NATIONAL FOOTBALL
receiving last year with 2."> catches for
"There's no doubt that our winning
CHAMPIONS WEEK" across the state
"i49 yards and four TD's while Booze,
the championship helped us get him. as
well as the other 29 we signed." Kidd
Also, six highway signs were erected at
who played in portions of only seven
the Richmond city limits, recognizing it
games after injuring his knee, ranked
said
second on the Colonels' team with IT
as the home of the national champs
catches for 291 yards and three scores
Seventeen-year coach Kidd. sitting at
Floyd led the OVC in interceptions
his desk recently with the trophies in
with seven for 68 yards and punt
front of him and the championship
returns with 13 for 124 yards during the
season behind him. thought about the
1979 season
mind-boggling chain reaction that

Five Colonels
All- OVC

•••

Wanted: Responsible young woman
to supervise 10 year old boy. in
exchange for home, room and board,
will supply automobile plus
negotiable salary Call 623-0533, ask
for Jerry.

•
■
•

Recordsmith wants good used rock
I.P.s. Cash or trade. 623-5058.,

To a New Hair Style
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ISC

COUPON

17
JpUhP<Z

$O00

8-Sp.m.

™ OFF
j
ANY CUT
i WITH THIS COUPON i
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Evening by appt. ^
62UW
Eastern By Pass
College Pk. Shopping Ctr.

«

^Welcome Bacli^

for FAST FREE
DELIVERY Call
269-3366

Greeks, Independants,
and TEKES

Lexington, Kentucky

624-2424
Richmond, Kentucky
«, m*m ike flak* w U-N o.. dclMry •"•

You'll Find it In the
PROGRESS

622-1629
CAMPUS CINEMAS 1-2
Un.varnty Shopping Center

623 0588
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i functions.
Pre-programmed with business functions
for time-value
of money, statistics, profit margin. And other
problems you'll encounter in
business school. Other capabilities include percent, squares, logs, and
powers. Its 140-page book, "Keys to
Money Management "(a $4.95 value).
has step-by-step instructions plus
sample problems. It's an extra value
with every BA-I.

One real-world lesson you'll learn in
school is the importance of productivity. Time you spend doing the math
part of the problem is time you can't
spend learning concepts.
A Texas Instruments professional
calculator will help make your study
time more productive. And it can also
help you move into the work) of a professional. A world where knowing the
concept is only part of the solution.
Bringing out the answer requires a
working knowledge of a powerful
personal calculator.
Economical TI Business Analyst-1
with Statistics and advanced busi-

Fall Dinners

l!

7:»5-«:*V
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f

INCORPORATED

C19K leu* mowTwnis mcorpowrO

Buy on* of than at tha ragular manu price and

i

1

your companion enjoya tha tame maal for
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PEGINO'S

SI

^"t

«73i

-

•(with aoup and salad and drink)

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

ill
11:30

w

•Spaghetti and mm leuce
•Laiagna. egg plant, permigiana

The TI-55 advanced slide rule
with statistics and programmability.
This capable calculator has AOS '
easy entry system, statistical functions, 10 memories. 9 levels of parenthesis, trig, powers and roots, plus
programmability. Its book. "Calculator Decision Making Sourcebook" (a
$4.95 value), helps you get all the
power pre-programmed into the TI-56
See the whole line of TI
n>» *J>calculators at your college
aaaffiiiii
bookstore or other retailer.
I.'.
-IVarirmr* oT lVu> liMtnimMF

I 1

September

These two TI calculators can help you
handle courses in math, in science, or business.
Now, and in the real world.

Texas Instruments technology — bringing affordable electronics toyourfingertips.
fC^A UNIVERSAL WClUtt
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Special: Every Sunday daring

_

Littlt llalv Restaurant
tf|
A Taste Of Old Italy *
Pff
|417 W Mam Street
/
i Across From Arlington Country Club /
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Arts
nienti on Art

Feel you're
being watched?
Mary
Even new arrivals on campus
have noticed the gathering of
people sitting outside between the
Powell Center and the bookstore
and wondered . . . What are all
these people doing here?
Although notoriously christened
"Horny Corner" it's just possible,
mind you. that not all of these
people are sexual fanatics whose
sole purpose in life is to ogle every
person who goes by.
Amidst all the pairs of eyes that
follow you as you walk by. causing
chills to run up and down your
spine, there is somebody there
involved in the art of people watching . .
"There comes a freshman, you
can always tell by the map in their
hands, the questioning, half-fearful
looks on their faces as they contemplate being late for class, the
abrupt about-face in mid-stride as

ABB MCQVIBU

knows all the downtown bars is a
dead giveaway every time.
"Look! Wow, what a line-up!
(No, not the Colonels) it's a virtual
panorama of the latest campus
fads and fashions. The look seems
to be preppy with a capital F this
semester. "I've never seen so
many alligators in one place at a
time! Remodeled penny loafers
are laying tracks on campus as are
the once-again fashionable clogs."
"Hey! There's my kinda people,
blue jean lovers."
The Country and Western look is
sweeping the country so take heart
all you faithful jean wearers. Be
right in fashion with a cowboy hat,
oxford shirts, Levis and cowhide
boots. If you're really enthused,
buy a horse! You'll be right in
vogue and doing your duty as a
citizen by saving energy. Don't
forget the shovel!

they realize they are going in the
opposite direction . . ."
Here comes a sophomore with a
confident "I've been there before
expression"' written all over his
face. Ever helpful and full of useful
information, the sophomore still
remembers the way it was the year
before.
Who is this character with the
dazed expression? Could it possibly
be a. yes, I think it must be -- a
Junior! What a laugh! The frantic
spectacle of a Junior trying to
wave at all of his or her friends at
the same time never fails to amuse
me. I really crack up when the
'What was her name?" look appears on their face.
From the looks of that determined chin, this person must be
one of that elite group known as
seniors. That smug look of one who

Crill concerts will agains be featured
this semester. They will start in October and will continue every Wednesday night at 8 p.m. They will be freeof-charge
Popcorn will also be
provided at no cost
Square Dance Class.
Tonight from
7 30 to 10
.1 .oca ted at Camp Catalpa
City Park at Lake Reba. Richmond.
Kor more information, call: Jim
Peavley at 623-3009. Clyde Hunter at
(23*241. David Jett at 623-6184 or Tib
Congleton at 369-5289

Ron Smith will talk with Lyman
Johnson, the first black student to at-

JIM'S
PAWN
SHOP ,,:ri

tend the University of Kentucky some
30 years ago. on "A Look At . . ."
Thursday. Sept 4, at 6:30 p.m. over
WKKU-FM (889) or on cable channel 6.
A schedule of WEKU's September
programs may be obtained by calling
2474.

"Divine Madness'" the debut film for
the Ladd Company is scheduled for
release in September and October. The
film stars Bette Midler who made her
own stunning debut in "The Rose." The
movie transposes a record - smashing
Hroadway performance into a film
experience.

Fastern Dance Theatre will meet
Tuesday and Thursday, evenings from
6-7:30 in the Weaver Dance Studio All
students interested in taking technique
classes and or performing with the
group should come dressed to dance.
Call 3504 for further information. The
technique class is numbered PHE 350
or PHE 550

U-xington Children's Theatre announces auditions for our fall
production "The Masque of Beauty and
the Beast." Auditions will he held at the
Kenwick Community Center. 313
(hvsley Avenue, on Sept. 7 at 2 p.m. and
Sept. 8 at 7 p.m.

Bobby
Jacks
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Style Shop
1507 East Main

MONEY
TO LOAN
On Anything Of Value
•Buy
•Sell
•Sell
•Fawn
South 3rd Bus Station

&
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Bring In This
Ad For A
Free Shampoo
HOURS:
Tues.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 noon
Closed Monday

Staff Writer
The summer sabbatical works by
Daniel N Shindelbower and Darryl
Halbrooks are among the twelve art
instructors' works being displayed in
the Giles Gallery in the Jane F.
Campbell Fine Arts Building. Monday
through Friday, from 9:15 a.m. to 4:30
p.m until Sept. 19.
According to Ron Isaacs, an art instructor, this annual event kicks off
each academic year in the art department and allows the public to view the
work the instructors have done
Halbrooks and Shindelbower's works
are accented in this show because they
were granted leave this summer to do
their work according to Isaacs.
Timelessness in this art show is
evident.
Kven though there is a work where
the theme deals with the explosion of

N
E
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today thru Saturday
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THE COLONEL — . lb of meat including
2 hinds of ham. 2 hinds of salami and
turkey!1), served on a i? men
Italian roil
S2.M
THE ADMINISTRATION - . lb ol
turkey served complete with cheese,
tomato lettuce and our own special
sauce on a 12 inch Italian
'OH

(2.90

THE THURSDAY NIOHT DELIGHT ''• lb of delicious ham

S2.M

THE TELFORD SPECIAL - Tuna
cheese tuna, tomato, tuna, lettuce,
tuna, and our own special dressing
on a 12-mch Italian roll

12 90

THE COMMONWEALTH HALL '. lb ot meat 2 kinds ot ham and
2 kinds ol salami complete with
all the iixmgs1

12 90

THE EASTERN BY PASS - , lb
mixture ol everything1 2 kinds ot
ham and salami, tuna, liverworst.
roast beet, turkey and cheese
Peanut butter by request

S345

Roast Beet
S149 Turkey
$1.29
Ham
... $1 29 Salami
$1.29
Liverworst
$129 Cheese
$1 19
Tuna Salad
$1.29
< a*r\r iw> .in i.ndxich Itt rtlra.

SIBMARINK SANDWIC HKS
Include* I niucr. I umaliiev Onionv
< km* and MM uvin top tecret drnttng.
Mini
(S Inches)
$1.7S
I1.M
$153
$1.55
S1.S5
$155
$1 55
$1.55

Roast Beet
Ham
Salami
Turkey
Liverworst
Tuna
Cheese
Mixed
2 Kinds ol Ham
2 Kinds ot Salami

;

Monitor
(12 Inch*.
$2 45
$2.25
$2 25
$2 25
$2 25
$2 25
$2 25
$2 25
/M.0
^Qt O* 0*»
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according to Isaacs. He said. "We
headed off into our own directions."
H'rom the vibrant profiles of three
individuals to the abstract colorless
stone displays. I felt different emotions'
as I moved from piece to piece.
However, being a non-art student, I
was lost at times trying to understand
the artists' messages As a result. I felt
as though some of the communication
was lost.
Kor this reason. I think that comments by the artists around or beneath
the works would be helpful. I realize,
that most of the works are titled but
even with that, the meanings are not
always evident
The art display is definitely an activity to see if you are a student who
likes a change of pace.
It gives an individual the opportunity'.
to open his mind to more than one form •
of art

•Mraddings

4!
o2

• graduation
•portraits
•passports

*J>|

okattoMibku

V2 price sale

•gifts

A
R

Albums, Tapes and Cassettes

Y

140 East Main Street
(across from Sutters Mill)

%<

CHEF SALAD — Portions ol Ham
Roast Beet. Turkey. Salami and
Swiss Cheese on a bed ot
Lettuce with Tomatoes and your
choice ol dressing
$2.03

•instant
photos

Spruce up your room with carpet.
We have beautifully bound

40*
40*
254

30*

carpets in a variety of weaves

104
20*
554

and colors.

DESSERTS
Apple Pie —
Peach Pie .
Pecan Cookie
Cheesecake

4!

Don't let your feet awaken to a
cold dorm floor in the morning.

SIDL ORDr NS
COKE. SPRITE. TAB. MR PIBB
Lemonade or Iced Tea
Cotlee
Potato Chips
Hot Peppers
Koschet Pickle Slice
Tossed Salad

•composites
•groups

Attention E.K.U. Students

W. THIRD AND MAIN STREETS

••ii.id <>n \\ hue. M>r m v)h»k V.Iwal bind
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Mount St Helen, the rest of the works
could have been created at any time, in
any place.
The sabbatical exniDit is fine work.
The colors are pure and the artists'
messages can be taken several ways.
Kverything from the wood sculpture to
the paintings cry out with energy and
vitality.
With added displays of painting,
sculpturing.
drawing.
metals,
ceramics, fibers and print making, the
exhibit has much to offer. From a
classic pottery sculpture to an abstract
rectangle creation which contains
items including miniature dollar bills
and photographs, many ideas 'are
suggested. I am disappointed that more
photography is not displayed. The
creativity of the camera lens should not
be excluded when artists want to
communicate their messages.
There is no theme for the exhibit

Exits West

Mill eentei

Dl IH\(,K)IS SANDWIC HKS

(photo by Will

Art exhibit opens this week

Heads Above The Rest

MKillAK SANDWIC HKS

Monday Friday

Mind opening

Bv LINDA M. DOUGLAS

Upcoming events of interest

are 9:15 a.m. - 4:30 p.m
Mansfield)

Pam Holtzclaw, a broadcasting major from Liberty views
pottery on display at the Faculty Art Show opening. The
exhibit will continue through Sept 19 Normal gallery hours

654

SS9

,

Size 2% x 4ti feet

394

m

FREE DELIVERY

2 ^ 5$ dollars

$2.00 MINIMUM
HOURS
Monday • Thursday
10 A M to 12 P M
Friday - Saturday
10 A M to 12 P M
Sunday ,
4PM to 12 P M
W« Reserve m. RNJM to limit o»n D4ln*fy flange

HAGER CABINETS

Open Daily 8 5p.m.
Sat. 8 til 12

6234230

=

Make A Touchdown For Your Budget
Call Classifieds 622-1629
— -
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Browne doesn't
'Hold Out'
in new album

An unequal sequel

'Smokey' watered
by mediocrity
Hy KIM. Kit KRA7.KE
Maff Writer
-Smokey and (he Bandit II" is a real
soaker in a hot dry summer at the
theatre box office. Unfortunately, it's
more of a washout as an entertainment
value.
All those customers who stayed away
from
"The
Blues
Brothers."
"Brubaker" and "Honeysuckle Rose"
iire standing in line to see the latest hi
jinks of the Bandit. Frog and Justice
iplayed by Burt. Selly. and Jackie).
Though the picture is definitely lightweight and barely challenges the intelligence of an educated mold culture.
it does have some genuinly funny
moments and a truck-load of action.
Hu,t most of all. it carries a lot of
momentum from it's 1977 namesake
The picture's major fault is the
failure of Director Hal Needham to
make use the incredible talent on the
set
Kurt Reynolds, for example, is a
proven comedian, yet he is placed in the
role of the washed-up Bandit. He
wanders through his role without a
purpose in the plot and he strives more
for the audience's sympathy than he
does for it's laughs.
"I'm not having any fun now," he
moans as though he were applying the
words more to Reynolds, himself,
rather than to the Bandit
Sally Fields seems rather bored with
her miniature part in the sequel. She
sleep-walks her lines as though she is
still basking in the afterglow of her
"Norma Rae" Oscar.
And Jackie Gleason. as the halfwitted Sheriff Buford T. Justice, seems

H\ MIKK KICKBACK
Staff Writer
After four years of not being in the
studio to record an album. Jackson
Browne presents "Hold Out " He's no
longer "The Pretender" nor is he
"Running On Kmpty" And Browne
proves that he's not afraid to use his
own shoulder to cry oa
Surviving the death of two people
very dear to him i Lowell George of
Little Feat fame and his wife). Browne
asks. "Does it take a death to learn
what a life is worth-'"
Browne questions love; both his love
for others and vice-versa On "Hold
Out" you can hear Browne talking to a
lady thai he is falling head over heels
for Kven a deaf man could hear him
put his heart on the line w ith the climax
of the LP's last song "Hold On Hold
Out " Browne tells it just like it is.
When one first looks at the list of
songs on the hack, the first song. "Disco
Apocalypse" jumps out at you Now.
before you say Browne's doing disco,
remember this is his first studio album
since "The Pretender " He's got a lot of
history and feelings to write about
"Disco Apocalypse" is a song
reminiscent of "Running On Empty "
As you listen further into the LP. you
will realize this is the song when he first
meets the lady he falls in love with
Browne sings about a disco Urban
Cowboy in the lines "they do their jobs
and live and die and in their dreams
they rise above by strength or hate or
luck or love " Browne has seen these
people

to be fighting to hold back the enormous
acting ability that wants to burst forth
from his gigantic frame.
The only real talent which is allowed
to come out on the screen is that of Dom
Del.uise: who. in his first "Smokey"
role, plays an Italian doctor - hJ-iacked
by Bandit's gang and placed in charge
of a pregant elephant which the Bandit,
Frog and Snowman I Jerry Reed) are
transporting from Miami to Dallas.
Del.uise comes across with some
good one-liners which can only be
appreciated in his Italian accent <"I
missa my wife so bad." he ad-libs as the
elephant misplaces it trunk in his
crotch).
As for the plot, it is simply a portrayal of events that occur as the gang
treks across the Southwest They are
pursued by "county mounties and
mounty mounties" and the lovable
hand of outlaws soon succeed in
demolishing several scores of police
cars.
"Ixraks like someone bombed a drivein movie." quips Gleason in the aftermath of destruction.
They ride on.
Charlotte ithe elephant) has her
baby, the Bandit learns to like himself
and proposes to Frog, and they all
happily fail to deliver the elephant to
Dallas
In all "Smokey and the Bandit II" is a
haphazard display of mediocrity which
could have displayed some real talent,
but instead simply relied on the success
of it predecessor to draw people to the
box office.
Note -- "Smokey and the Bandit Part
II" is now showing at the Campus
Cinemas.

Reader lost in Old West

'Cowboy' tumbles
in literary form
Bv I.INDA M.DOUGLAS
;
Staff Writer
■The author of "The Urban Cowboy"
rid injustice to the movi? when he
«!rote the book.
Latham conveyed the message of the
i "111 West American dream of the
cowboy updated. However, without the
cover showing John Travolta in his
western dress, the reader would be lost.
The book falls short on several accounts.
Descriptions are weak in the
characters and scenes. From the
fleeing of the Urban Cowboy from his
small hick hometown to the discovering
of the oil wellsofthe big city, the author
puts the main character into action
situations rather than dwelling upon the
ntomsphere.
The reader has an abstracJ concept of
surroundings and all thtfrnfriduals
progressing through the scenses.
Characterization is nonexistent.
The cowboy's personality is reflected
more in his partner, who he picks up the
first night after he leaves his
hometown, rather than the author's use
of'physical and emotional description.
The dialogue reads as though it is
taken from the movie script. Entire
chapters are composed of dialogue.
Often, the introductory and closing
paragraphs is the only prose the author
adds extra to the chapters.
Plot and rising action are two areas
where the author loses his reader. The
plot, in which the cowboy discovers that

riding the mechanical bull does not
make him a cowboy, is not introduced
until the final chapter
The rising action is suspenseful at
times, but overall, the reader has to
resist the urge to yawn as he moves
from chapter to chapter.
[.atham does not relate anything
below surface happenings
The cowboy's thoughts are implied
when he climbs the windmill and when
he discovers love for the first time but
the author allows the reader to draw his
own conclusions about the main
character's reactions, thoughts and
feelings.
Like the movie, the book offers action
scenes. So many of these scenes are
dwelled upon, that the author does not
give the reader the chance to appreciate a fight in the bar or the
characters' bull rides
With the introduction of these scenes
repeatedly, the reader becomes bored
after the first five chapters
The symbolic importance of the
cowboy's hat which is stressed in the
movie is lost. Latham tries to show the
contrast of the cowboy's worn farm hat
to that of the felt hat of the boys at the
bar. The translation is misunderstood
when a female destroys his hat without
any explanation beyond that she hates
it
For all of you who enjoy reading the
book after you see a movie, my
suggestion is not to buy the book
It is not worth the time it takes to
read it nor the money that is invested

Peoples Restaurant

Going up
Workmen were completing construction of the new satellite receiving station at
WEKU-FM at the beginning of school WEKU-FM is the last public radio station
in the country to receive a satellite receiving station

Comedy flies high

'Airplane* fueled
by hilarity
By MARKITA SHF.I.Bl'RNE
Managing Editor
Filled with quips, cujenesses jyjd
contributions from other movies which
have been hilariously revamped
"Airplane" will be one of the summer's
comic offerings which lasts into the
early fall.
It was written by Jim Abrahams and
Jerry and David Zucker of "The
Kentucky Fried Movie." but we
shouldn't hold that against them.
Robert Hays stars as the desirable
though disoriented cab driver who
leaves his fare I with the meter running,
what would you expect0) at the airport
while he flies cross-country in pursuit of
a winsome airline stewardess who has
somehow < can you ever imagine how?)
missed the depth of his charm.
After half the passengers and all the
crew i how silly of them to all eat the
same thing! > pass out from food
poisoning, leave the flying of the
plane to the stewardess, her trusty
auto-pilot i you have to see the movie to
even believe him) and of course. Hays.
Hacked full of one-liners and quick

C Jf rv Z <V

jabs, only the attentive viewer will
catch all of the amusing points of the
movie
The film continually borrows from
other cinema worksand revises them to
fit the means of the bizarre comedy.
Hays seemed trapped in his bumbling
character but really shows his stuff in
his memory scenes especially when he
does a revamped version of "Saturday
Night Fever" The Hays version is
decidedly better than the original with
or without the comedy lines
As could be expected the movie
contains many re-dos of scenes from
"Airport '79".
The audience rolls in the aisles with
the delight only one can get from the
slapstick humor in the style of Laurel
and Hardy when a stewardess plays dogooder and strums the guitar for the
plane and especially one little heart
patient while managing to pull the IVs
out of the kid's arms.
All in all it is a delightfully funny
movie overflowing with laughter
Note - "Airplane" starts tonight at
the Towne Cinema

Shirley*

'Dancin' musical
headlines series
The National Touring Company of
Bob Fosse's smash Broadway musical
"Dancin"' will appear Oct. 13-15 as the
first attraction of the '80-81 Broadway
Nights season at the I,exington Ope,ra
House
The opening and second night per
formances of "Dancin"' I Monday and
Tuesday. Oct. 13. 14) will be at 8 p m
Wednesday evening performances
tQct 15) will be a twilight matinee at 6.
followed by the closing performance at
9:30
Those patrons who have already
subscribed for the '80-'81 season have
been mailed "Dancin"' tickets to
replace "How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying" tickets.
Present subscribers' "Dancin"' tickets
correspond to the series plan of per-

formances the subscriber ordered for
the season 'i.e.. first second, third or
fourth performances).
The dancing in "Dancin"' uses
contemporary pop and classical music,
as opposed to Broadway music, in
developing its themes. Works from
composers such as Neil Diamond. Cat
Stevens. George M. Cohan and John
Phillip Sousa are woven into the
production Classical ballet, modern
dance, show business and disco dancing
are all featured
New subscriber forms are available
at the Lexington Center ticket office.
432 West Vine St. To order tickets by
phone. Visa and Master card orders
will be processed through Charg-A-Tick
at '608) 233 3535 For further ticket
information < no reservations) call (606)
233 3565

Taco-Tico says

Haircutters

Welcome Back

We Specialize In Fashion Cats

E.K.U.

i Breakfast Special
2 eggs, toast and jelly

As Well As Perms

99*

Eastern By-Pass

We Also Carry

2 Hotcakes 99*

Clip coupon

Robert Marc

FourTacos

7 a.m. -11 a.m. daily

Cosmetics

Open 24 hours

C* NU Shirleys

Complete menu
Buffet $2.95 Mon. - Fri.
$3.95 Sat. & Sun.

In the title song. "Holdout.'' Browne
sings of love and himself.
I've
traded love for glory but I'm still not
satisfied " It's hard to believe, hut
there is a complete analysis of a
relationship in this song Browne
reminds the lady of how he feels about
her. yet he still questions himself
That Girl Could Sing" is a song that
you should hear on KM more often than
you do This song is about the best on
"Hold Out " Browne has done some
studio trickery on his voice and it's
good In this tune not only could she
sing hut "she wasn't very good at
saying good-bye hut that girl was
sane."
I wish he'd given us a hint if she had
said good-bye or not
It seems that FM stations like
"Boulevard" the best, since every time
I get in the car and drive to the store. I
hear this song Now that Browne appears to be out on the street and the
lady's gone, he gets a little upset and

finds some sort of peace of mind as
expressed in the line "the hearts are
hard and the times are tough Down on
the boulevard the night's enough "
This song starts off somewhat slowHowever, thanks to Rosemary Butler's
strong, crisp voice, the song really
picks up and moves Browne and
Butler's voices are made for each other
i like peanut butter and jelly) Both are
pleasing alone, but together - look out!
Side two starts with "Of Missing
Persons." a tribute to l»well George
Browne sings to George's daughter
about how she still needs to carry on her
life without her father I George and
Browne were very close and George
appears on several Browne LP's and on
the liner of this album. Browne still
includes George's name i The real
leelings of everyone involved are in this
song While it sounds morbid, it's really
a pleasant song about death
of the seven songs on the album.
"Call It A-lnan" is one of the two
Browne didn't write alone Co-written
by David l.indley 'who plays guitar an
lap steel guitar we've all become accustomed to on earlier LP's>. it is a
lender, sweet love ballad
With words like "If I'd only
known what your heart cost, can we
call it a loan and a debt that I owe on a
bet that I lost." and music so soft and
pleasant it cannot help but be the best
slow song on the album It's hard to
lielieve after hearing this song that
there isn't a single acoustic guitar on
the entire album
As co-writer and keyboardist Craig
Doerge begins playing "Hold On-Hold
Out" you know that this is a g-o-o-d
song Browne sings about the world and
his love for this lady he's fallen in love
with throughout the album lOHly
Browne could tie two different ideas
into one)
Butler's vocals again help make this
song The two voices are tight on this
song, even tighter than "Hunning On
Kmpty " Browne turns this song into a
mini-soap opera; at the last part the
music fades down and Browne stops
singing and starts talking He's telling
this lady just one thing "I l-ove You"
with the voice of a pimple-faced young
teen Remember that this is music The
Instruments start again just where they
left off and rock once more.
This isn't the same Browne we heard
before; he's different "Hold Out"
songs all come straight from the heart
Listen to this album or go to Rupp
Whichever you do first, you'll probably
end up doing both and being glad you
did

For A Dollar

Haircutters
Shoppers Village
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624-2222

Limit 8
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First-time enrollment
up over 700 students

Limited football
prints available
H> V.ANKSSAFRAZIKK
surf Writrr
The I'niversity's NCAA Division I AA football championship will be
honored with a limited - edition
collectors print entitled "Colonel
Football" by Steve Ford, nationally
Reclaimed sports artist.
The I.SOO prints being sold can be
purchased through Eastern's Alumni
Association or by obtaining an order
form at any ol four Richmond financial
institutions <State Bank and Trust Co..
Madison National Rank. Richmond
Hank, and First Federal Savings and
Utan Assn. >
A lidO-word history of the University's
football program accompanies each of
the 1.800 prints, signed and numbered
by the artist.
The print is among 30 major
university sports prints, including
Alabama. Nebraska. Tennessee. LSU.
North Carolina, and Kentucky,
produced by the artist.
The ISx26 inch print sells unframed
for 023 or customed framed at $60
These prices include sales tax. postage
and handling
.lames W
"Spider" Thurman.
director
of
Kastern's
Alumni
Association, said he anticipates a great
demand for the print which is emblematic of the University's football
tradition and the first national football
championship in the state's history.
"I encourage our alumni, friends and
fans to order their personal print immediately to avoid missing out on this
treasured collector's item. It is a print
.ill Kastern supporters will want for
their home, office, or as a great gift."
the alumni director said.
Thurman. who was named an AllAmerican quarterback at Eastern, as
was Kidd. said. '"Colonel Football'
brings back memories of his playing
days during the early '40s."
"When I look at this print, it seems I
can hear trie crack of shoulder pads and
the roarnf the crowd." Thurman said.
University
coach Roy Kidd. instrumental in building the University's
football team tradition, guiding the
Colonels to 111 of their 300 victories,
five of six Ohio Valley Conference
championships and the NCAA championship national title, is very excited
about the print.
"This painting brings to life all the

hard lought victories, the championships, the defeats and the hard
work that has gone into the building of
our fine football program." said Kidd.
Although pleased with the popularity
of his sports prints. Ford's heart ideally
lies nowhere near the locker room when
it comes to painting, .even though his
past includes two years of collegiate
baseball as a catcher.
Ford feels he can reach more people
through music than sports.
"If you can gain that sense of
awareness before you die, there's a
good chance you can reap the benefits
before you die." he said
Ford's benefits, however, are not
only financial He enjoys being his own
boss and operating his own company,
l-uy I ..IMC Graphics
"Really, it's freedom beyond control." he said.
"I have never liked people telling me
what to do A self-mover is what I try to
be I don't need anybody to kick me in
the tail to get something done. If I want
to do it. Ill get it done." he said.
Ford plans to do more album covers,
sports prints and he plans to do more
city skyline portraits, like those of
l.Dinsville. Nashville and Cincinnati,
which he completed before the demand
for the sports prints stepped into the
picture
"Theskylines took so long to do I've
had to lay off them for awhile." he said.
Ford has other plans in his horizon
beside skylines. He would like to
transfer his creativity from the canvas
to the stage.
"I guarantee you I'll cut a record
before I die." he said
He is also certain about something
else
"If these OVC schools are hoping to
get a lot of attention then they've got to
accomplish something on a national
level, which Eastern has done," he
stated
Persons who would like to purchase
the print through the EKU Alumni
Association may send a check or money
order <SZi for each unframed print or
SBO for each framed print' to the
Division of Alumni Affairs. Eastern
Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky.
40475. Re sure to include a return address with each order. Checks should be
made payable to the EKU Alumni
Association and persons should allow

Up in the air
Making a fancy catch while playing frisbee in the warm late summer weather
this week was Mike Young. Young is a senior LET. major from Parkhills
<photo by Will Mansfield )

Tests scheduled

Educational Testing Service, the
nonprofit, educational organization
that administers this testing program,
said today that the tests will be given
Nov. 8. 1980. Feb. 21. I9R1. and June 2(i
1981, at test centers throughout the
United States

Students
completing
teacher
preparation programs and advanced
degree candidates in specific fields
may take the National Teacher
Examinations on any of three different
lest dales in 1980-81

By MEAN IIOI.T
Ambrose said.
New* Editor
Aanbrose continued to say that adOver 700 more first-time students are
mission for night classes also are
enrolled at the University now than
seeing increases over last year. He
cited one class in which 85 people
were at this time last year, according to
have enrolled. Previously, the largest
Dr. Charles Ambrose, dean of ad-__^ntollment /or an undergraduate night
missions.
According to Ambrose, there have
das-i that Ambrose recalled was of 78
peopleMqr one class in 1975.
been significant increases in the
number of first time University
One reason cited by Ambrose for
students from within the state Comdecreases inwut-of-state enrollment at
pared to last year, there are now at
the University v»a.s_a,slack in recruitment outside of Kentucky after it
least 1.767 in-state men entering the
institution as opposed to the 1979 figure
became apparent that the University
of 1.264 for an increase of 503 students.
was facing a housing shortage. He said
that while no out-of-state students who
Comparatively, the number of in-state
were qualified for admission were
women entering the University for the
first time this year was approximately
turned away that late this spring the
2.238 as of last week compared to 1.813
University decreased its efforts to
last year for an increase of 525 students.
recruit those students.
However, the number of out-of-state
According to Feltner. the tuition
students entering for the first time has
hikes at state universities last year
seen a decrease, according to Donald
may have also affected the number ol
Feltner. vice president for public afstudents from outside of Kentucky who
fairs.
chose the University.
Feltner provided figures showing 356
Hut. listed as among the reasons why
out-of-state men planning to enter the
more people are entering the
University for the first time as opposed
University for the first time. Lee
to a figure of 583 for the last academic
Crigsby. admissions counselor, said the
year Also, the number of female out-ofreasons cited by most students included
state students declined from 546 last
their satisfaction with the attitude of
year to 490 this year
people who work at the University and
The number of transfer students
also as a result of the worsening
showed an increase of about 30 people
economic situation.
while students who were re-admitted
Feltner said that even though
this year as compared to last year's
enrollment decreases are predicted in
figure took an increase of nearly 40 47 states including Kentucky from now
people.
until 1995. that enrollment over the next
The total enrollment of new students,
five years will probably "hold its own"
of whom Ambrose said are nearly all
at the University with some modest
freshmen, was standing at 6,328 in the
increases in the number of students
latest presidential report as compared
expected during that period.
to 5.346 students last year.
Feltner added that he feels student
These figures for the current year
satisifaction with the University plays a
may not be totally accurate as both norole in accounting for the number of
shows and students who have just
students expected here within that
registered are not included in the totals.
period.

Director cites shortage

Continued from page
pag I
I.indquist said that an expansion of
about 200 parking spaces off of Lancaster Ave , on the western part of
campus, would "go a long way"
towards smoothing out many of the
commuting student's problems and
would also take some pressure off of
parking use at Alumni Coliseum in
addition to allowing the students
parking in the new lot a good flow point
from which to walk onto campus

*^
The only area along Lancaster Ave.
at which expansion would be possible is
currently covered by a wooded area.
He continued that the trade off of that
natural land should be taken into
consideration before any expansion of
current parking facilities occurs.
Currently, the land where any expansion could occur is privately owned,
he said.

Talent Show

UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES ^
Till. UNIVERSITY FILM SI HIES MOVIES ARE PRE
IN FERRELI ROOM. COMBS BUILDING. SEVEN
NIGHTS »F.R WEEK AT THE LISTED TIME PLEASE WATCH
SCHEOULE EOH STARTING TIME AS THEV VARV WITH THE
HE
LENGTH OF FILM
ADMISSION IS $1 00 AND LIMITED TO
EKU STUDENTS. FACUI TV. STAFF. AND GUESTS. FOJ
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL STUDENT ACTIVITIES''

* SfNTEO

111 MM,

Parents Day

Fri. - Sept. 5:
7 & 9 p.m.

September 20th, 1980

Sat. - Sept. 6:
7 & 9 p.m.

Brock Auditorium
1st prize $500°°;

2nd Prize $15000;

3rd prize $75"

Any full-time Eastern Kentucky University student is
Sun. - Sept. 7: 7 & 9 p.m.
Mon. - Sept. 8: 7 & 9 p.m.
Tues. - Sept. 9: 7 & 9 p.m.

Superman
Wed. - Sept. 10: 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Thurs. - Sept. 11: 7 & 9:30 p.m.

*32L f
71firm8& £if

&3EA

He was i poor Mack
sharecropper's son who
never dreamed he
was adopted

eligible to audition for the talent show.
Ail applications must be submitted to the office of

STEVE
MARTIN

Student Activities and Organizations no later than 4:30 p.m.,
Monday, September 8th. Applications for bands will not be
accepted.

IhejERK
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Name .

*. . « ,i-'S «FS(«»v»?

Friday - Sept. 12: 7 & 9 p.m.

S.S. No.

Saturday - Sept. 13: 7 & 9 p.m.

Address.

LATE SHOW
Fri.-Sept. 511:30 p.m
A Star is Born
Midnight The Jerk
Sat. - Sept. 6 11:30

Phone
Type of Act
Audition times will be assigned Sept. 8th.
Please be prepared to audition at your assigned time

Superman
Midnight The Jerk

I

A preeentation of the University Centerboard.

